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BRUNO LEON1 IN RETROSPECT 

Three decades have passed since Bmno Leoni delivered his 
Claremont Men's College (now Claremont-McKenna College) 
lectures, on which his volume, FreGdom and the Law.' was based. 
That volume was first published in 1961, and Leoni died in 
1967. Since the early 1960s, while Leoni's book lay dormant, 
two new intellectual disciplines have emerged that have reor- 
dered our thinking about man and social life: public choice, 
and law and economics. The first consists of the application of 
microeconomic analysis to political and governmental action. 

B.A., Bowdoin College, 1965; M.A., Southern Illinoi* University, 1968; M.A., Uni- 
versity of Rochester. 1971; Ph.D.. 1972. Professor of Economics, Emory University. 
Earlier versions of this eosay were presented at a Liberty Fund Golloqurum, runo 
Leoni's Fnrdom and lhr Low: A 25-Year Perrpectivc," Atlanta. Georgia. May 2.4. 1986. 
and at the Austrian Economics Workshop, New York University Dcpar~mcnt of Eeo. 
nomicr. Thc author thanks thc participants in both colloquia for their comments and 
criticisms. and especially Henry G. Manne, who first conceived of this essay. The nu- 
thor, however, assumes sole responsibility for any errors or omir~ionr that remain. 

1. B. LEONI, FREEDOM AND THE LAW (2d ed. 1972). 
Little has been written about Leoni, and my discursionr with certain of his friends 

and colleagues have revealed little more than whar Arthur Xcmp stated in his Foreword 
ro the second edition of Fnrdon ond lk Low (id. at vi-uii): 

Born April 26. 1913. Bruno Leoni lived a dynamic. intense. vigorous and 
complex life as a scholar, lawyer, merchant, amateur architect, musician, art 
connoisseur linguist and--above all e l s c a r  a defender of the principles of 
individual freedom in which he so passionately believed. He was Professor af 
Legal Theory and the Theory of the Stare at the University of Pavia where he 
also served as Chairman of the Faculty of Political Science. as Director of rhc 
Institute of Political Science, and an founder-editor of the quarterly journal, II 
Poliliro. As a distinguished visiting scholar, he traveled all over (he world, de- 
livering lectures ar the Universities of Oxford and Manchester (in England). 
Virginia and Yale (in the United States), to mention only aTew. As a practicing 
attorney, he maintained both his law office and his residence in Turin where 
hc was also active in the Center of Methodological Studies. Hc found time, on 
occasion, to contribute columns to the economic and financial newspaper of 
Milan, 24 ore. His succcrrful cKoru in saving the lives of many allied military 
personnel during the German occupation of northern Italy (1944) gained him 
not only a gold watch inscribed "To Bruno Lconi for Gallant Service to the 
Allies. 1945." but also the eternal gratitude of too many persona to mention. 
In September. 1967, he was elected President of The Mont PGlerin Society at 
the Congress of that Society held in Vichy, France--the culmination of long 
years of service as Secretary of the Society ro which he devoted a major por- 
tion of his time and energies. 

Bruno k o n i  died tragically on the night of Novembrr 21. 1967 . . . . 
A memorial volume of some of Leoni's works and tcrtimonials. OHMAGIO A BRUNO 

LEONI (P. Scaramozzino ed. 1969), is available, but has not been consulted in writing 
this aniclc. 
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The second consists of the same application to the substance 
and procedures of law. 

Each discipline has gone through a roughly comparable de- 
v e l ~ ~ m e n t . ~  Early works tried to model decision making in 
political and legal processes, respectively? Eventually, neoclas- 
sical concerns for efficiency emerged. Today, both disciplines 
grapple with the subjectivity of c references and costs, and with 
the decentralized character of kn~wledge.~  

What is striking to the reader who comes fresh to Leoni's 
writings is not just that he anticipated, nay, urged,5 the devel- 
opment of both disciplines. He also drew a straight line from 
the initial interdisciplinary connections between economics and 
politics and law, to the most contemporary information-related 
concerns of these newly-merged disciplines. Modern social 
scientists might not have followed his lead even had they been 
aware of his work. Had they done so, however, today they 
might be much further along in grasping the nature of, and 
connections among, the previously intellectually separated do- 
mains of markets, law, and politics. 

Surely, some of the intervening work seems useful and at 
times necessary. We can appreciate its usefulness in contern- 

No. 31 Bruno Leoni in Retrospect 

plating some of Leoni's "mistakes," errors that reflect the state 
of knowledge during his lifetime. For example, in his attack on 
Duncan Black's m ~ n o g r a p h , ~  Leoni did not grasp the impor- 
tance of political disequilibrium as a tool for analysis and criti- 
cism of electoral and legislative processes.' Both processes 
exhibit a fundamental chaoss and sometimes give way to dicta- 
torial agenda controlg and manipulation through strategic vot- 
ing.'' Electoral and legislative processes thus reflect no 
necessary connection between citizens' preferences and public- 
policy outcomes, unlike markets, which can reflect a parallel 
connection between consumers' preferences (marginal valua- 
tions) and prices and output. 

Nor did Leoni have available to him important intervening 
work on the theory of the publicly traded corporation. At one 
point in his book" he cites approvingly writings that identify a 
problem in the separation of ownership and control in large, 
publicly traded corporations. At another pointz2 he defends 
legislated disclosure laws governing new stock issues. In his 
view, legislation had merely incorporated older common law 
rules.l3 But our current understanding of markets for corpo- 

6. D. BIACK, THE THEORY OF C O M M I ~ E E S  AND ELECTZONS (1963). 
7. B. howl,  rupm note I .  at 108-10. For a fuller exponition of the problems that 

political disequilibrium poses for govcrnmcntal decision making, see W. RLKEE. Lree~. 
ALISM AGAINST POPULISM: A CONFRONTATION B ~ E E N  THE THEORY OF DEMOC~UCY AND 
THE THEORY OF SOCI*L CHO~CE (1982). Setgmcrally K. Aaaow, S o c ~  CHOICE AND INDI- 
VIDUAL VALUES (2d cd. 1963); Plott. Aximatic Social C h o b  Tkoty: An Ovnvinv ond h t w .  
prelation. 20 AM. J .  POL. Scr. 51 1 (1976). 

8. See, r . 6 .  W. RIKER, supra note 7; McKelvcy, Cmrrol Conditionr/or Globol hrronrili~i.  
licr in Fomol Voting Mode&, 47 ECONOME~ICA 1085 (1979); Riker. Implknrionrfwm fk 
&equilibrium ofMajorily Rubfor Ik Study o/lnrfitulionr, 74 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 432 (1980); 
Schofield, Imtabilily @Simp& @nonic Corner, 45 R. E c o ~ .  Smo. 575 (1978). 

9. Scc, rg . ,  R. FARQUHARSON. THEORY OF VOT~NC (1969); Levine & Plott. Agmdn Inpu. 
m e  and llr Implicationr, 63 VA. L. REV. 561 (1977); McKelvcy. lnlmnritivilirr in Mul- 
lidimmriaol Voting Mo&& and S o m  Implicnfionr for Agmdn Control. 12 J .  Ecor*. THEORY 
472 (1976); Niemi, Bjurulf & Blcwis, T k  Pow" o f t k  Chairman. 40 Pus. C ~ o n c e  293 
(1983). 

10. See, e.g., Denzau. Riker & Shcp~le. Forguharron and Frnno; Sqhirtirolcd Voling and 
H m  Sly4  79 AM. POL. SCI. Rev. 11 17 (1985): Cibbard. Monipulolion o/Vot ig  S c h s : ~  
Cmnal  ResuN, 41 ECONOMETR~CA 587 (1973); Kramer. Sqhidicotrd Voting o n e  Mul. 
Lidrmmrional Chow S ~ U C J ,  2 J .  MATH. SOC. 165 (1972); McKelvcy & Nicmi. A Mullirlngr 
Game Rrprrsmtalion o/ Sophirtiraftd Vol ingfm Binary Roccdurcr, I8 j. ECON. THEORY I 
11978); Satrerthwaite, Sfrelea  /40o/nrrr ond A m w  > Conditionr: &lmcr and Corrrrponding 
Thrormfor  Voting Pmcrdurrr and Social Choice, I0 J .  ECON. THEORY 187 (1975). 

I I .  B. LEONI, rupm note I, at 129. For the principal statement of this orthodox pori- 
tion. Ice A. BERLE & 6. MEANS. THE MODERN CORPORATION AND PRIVATE P a o ~ ~ a n  
(rev. cd. 1968). 

12. 8. LEON!, mpro note I .  a1 146. 
13. On the common law background of disclosure laws. see H. MANNE, INSIDER 

TP.A~~~c AND THE STOCK MARKET ~ h .  2 (1966). 
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rate control~4 and of the publicly traded firm as a nexus of =On- '. These problems, and a few others as well,zs pale in compari- 
tracts, based on comparative advantage and efficient risk- . son to Leoni's insights and contributions. ~i~ errors were not 
shifting,~s could have supported Leoni's more basic arguments errors in his day, although those who persist in making the 
in his comparisons of private and public choice. same mistakes merit appropriate 

~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ,  although Leoni seems far more circumspect than do This retrospective reviews ~ e o n i ' s  insights and contributions 
most other writers concerning the proper domain of legisla- and then brings them "up to date," by tracing out various de- 
tion, he accepts its g e n e e u b l i ~ - g o ~ d ~  justification. That ar- velo~ments since 1961. Part I1 recapitulates ~ ~ ~ ~ i ' ~  views on , 
gument remains subject to severe theoretical restnction3, three issues: freedom, law, and legislation. part 111 then reports 
base-parlson of the costs and benefits of Public ac- On subsequent related developments in these areas, part 
tion, on a study of the appropriate methods of that action, on a concludes this retrospective. 
regard for correct jurisdictional arrangements, and on the Po- 
tential inventiveness of the private sector in solving (or ignor- 'I. O N  FREEDOM, LAW, AND L E G I S L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
ing) the problem of appropriability.'6 Leoni also ' did not fully 

oroblem, A. Freedom 
grasp the implications of the econo- 
with respect to the legislature's ability correctly to identify Pub- Bruno Leoni, like H ~ m e , ? ~  H a ~ e k , ~ ~  and other liberal thee- 
u-s,~7 H~ subscribed to the idea that government should rists, understands "freedom . . . as the absence of constraint 
supply lighthouse services,'' as did most theorists before exercised by other people, including the authorities, over the 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  demonstration by way of historical record. that Private Private life and business of each individua1,"26 H ~ ~ ~ ,  we em- 

supply is possible, and that public Supply may grow Out Of pri- phasize five aspects of Leoni's view of freedom: that it has a 
vate persons9 legislative rent-seeking." But Leoni did anti& negative (liberal) and not a positive character; that it implies 
pate the development of cable televisionz0 as a response to the certain kinds of constraints; that negative and positive freedom 
appropriability problem, And he also anticipated Demsetz2' remain irreconcilable; that liberal freedom reflects unanimous 
nearly a decade on the importance of scarcity in the develop- consent; and that its nature is both primary and instrumental, 
merit of property rights beyond common Pool arrangements,22 Negativefieedom and positive freedom. Freedom for ~~~~i is the 

absence Of constraint,'' or perhaps the greatest possible at,- 
14, See ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ l r  & F ~ S C ~ ~ I ,  voting in Corpmntc Law. 265 .  L. & %ON. 595 (1985); 

Agw h b h  r& T & ~ ~  0 1 t h  Fim. 88 J .  POL. ECON. 288 (Iga0); sence of constraint consistent with the absence of constraints 

Mogrn ad ~ ~ ~ k ~ l f o ~  
corporott Conrml, 73J .  POL. E c o ~ .  110 (19e5); Marine, Our ?uo On Others. It is the Golden Rule in negative form: - D ~  not do 

Cmporolr Syslmu; Law ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ .  5 3  VA. L. REV. 259 (1967); Marine. Sam Theorrtllnl unto Others what You would not wish others to do unto y o U , ~ z 8  
A , ~ C &  o / ~ h o r r  voting. 64 COLUM. L. REV. 1427 (1964). 

15, A good Jummari is in wolfson, A ~ " l i ~  01Corporare s4 U. This formulation differs sharply from the positive injunction to 
L, xEV. 959  (1980). see jcnseo & Meckling. T k o 7  o / t h  BchaVior' 

carts, ownnrhip ~l rurrun .  S J .  FIN- ECON. 305 (1976). 23' LeOni's (id. at 160-67) lengthy attack on rhc billiard.player analogy 
16, For a review [here rcstrjctions, see Aranson & Ordeshook, public Inlrrcr ear g metaphorical nature o~microcconomic 

and h o c r o l i r  Po61y, in THE DEMOCRATIC STATE 87398-106 (R. Be rr~ve E C O N O M ~ ~ ~  11 0953). ~ ~ ~ ~ i . ~  
sec hag an infinity ofpoints (as does any note 4. See aLo 1. KIRZNER. DISCOVERY ANDTHE C*p'TALIsT diction remains impossible, while  it 

posirivr E C O ~ ~ ~ ~ C S .  ~c l jore  Erommlcs, and Po'ilica' EcoroMmy. etical ~ ~ ~ ~ i . ~  of 
mists cannot know what an agent is about 

ct only those choices [hat occur a closed L. & E c o ~ .  357 For related re , cxplanation-is maucr, for [hen 
search concerning the of fire-fighting services and set een revealed to (he rerl.archer, 

McChcmey, Go"mtMlr &hibiti0,,, On voluntnr Fire Fighrihring in Ninctemlh-Cmtucl 
R N I N C  THE PRINCIPLLS OF M~~~~~ (C, H~~~~~ cd, 

A PmpcTly Righa PmIpcC~vr, 1 5  J .  L E ~ A ~  STUD. 69  (1986); West. The Politico1 
fiblir S ~ O O ~  l*@lntion. 10 J .  L. & Ecoa.  101 (1967). D LIEERTY (3 vols. 1973, 1976, 197g); F, H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

20. B. LFONI, supra note I ,  at 172. (hereinafter Co~snrurtoN L , ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  
21, D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~~~~~d a ~lvo,, ~/Propn ty  RighLc. 57 AM. EcoN. REv.: 

& %  
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unto Instead, it requires merely that people do that institutions based on negative freedom will express the 
"common will." not intrude in the choices of others. 

and comtraint. Negative freedom, liberal freedom, as Again, such institutions must constrain their enemies, But 
our discussion of common law systems reveals?g cannot exist the laws that constrain would be agreed to Ex even by mur- 
apart from some kind of constraint. But that constraint k con- derers and thieves, provided that they did not know that they 
sistent with the idea ofmaximizing liberal freedom, the absence would be murderers or thieves at the time the law is -discov- 
of constraint, for in certain "cases . . . people have to be 'On- ered."Just as surely, these people would not consent to partic- 

if one wants to preserve the freedom Of Other pea- ularistic laws that allowed murder and theft by specific persons 
p l e , ~ 9 0  =hat is, -the constraint that is linked inevitably to other than themselves.a8 
freedom is only a negative constraint . . . imposed solely . . . to as an imhmenlal  and primaty value, ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  he de- 
make other people renounce constraining in their turn."" Le- scribes both aspects of freedom, Leoni does not say explicitly 
oni has in mind constraints on those engaged in "misproduc- whether he embraces freedom as a primary or instrumental 
tivev work, including "beggars, blackmailers, robbers, and goal. But Leoni implies that freedom is a 

goal, to be 
thieves,w~~ but the purpose of constraints must be to mini- for itself. For example, he approvingly ,-ites the words of 
mize the constraints that such persons would impose On Democritus, that "poverty under a democracy is as much to be 
MA free market,3, for example, allows "those engaged in market preferred above what an oligarchy calls prosperity as is liberty 
transactions [to] have some power to constrain the enemies Of That is. "[lliberty and democracy come first 
a free market."s3 in this scale of values; prosperity comes after.w40 

and positivef7eedom irreconcilable. The idea of positive Freedom also engender tolerance. With the institutions 
freedom is inconsistent with that of negative freedom. "Eco- that emerge under, and to protect, freedom, -all the members 
nomic security- or "freedom from want," for example, is not the 

appear to agree in principle that feelings, ac- 
within the of negative freedom, because it requires tions, forms Of behavior, and so on . . . are perfectly admissible 
constraints on others,5+ Hence, an irreconcilable conflict re- and permissible without disturbing anybody, regardless of the 
mains between liberal freedom and socialist "freedom," be- number Of individuals who feel like behaving or acting in these 
cause socialist freedom creates legal obligations, and therefore Ways."4' And as Leoni quotes from the ~~~~~~l oration of 

on others that they would not accept ex ante.55 
Freedom and conrent. An institution that maximizes freedom The freedom which we enjoy in our government extends 

must rest on which Leoni believes must be mani- also to Our ordinary life. There, far from exercising a jealous 
mous.S6 positive freedom never can obtain unanimity, because over each other, we do not feel called upon to 
it creates rights for some but obligations for others. But liberal 

be with our neighbor for doing what he likes, or even 
to indulge in those injurious looks which cannot fail to be 

freedom, because it imposes only those obligations that people offensive. although they inflict no penalty,42 
individually agree to, reflects unanimous consent. In this sense 

finds himself concurring with ~ o u s s e a u ~ '  in claiming But liberal freedom, Leoni finds, along tolerance, is in- 
strumental. Again from Pericles we learn that the soldiers of Athens, "judging happiness to be the fruit of freedom and free- 29. See infa at 669-72. 

never Would decline the dangers of w a r , w ~  F ~ ~ ~ -  30. B. LEON,. rupa note I, at 3 .  
31 .  Id. at 49. 
52. Id. at 50. 
3s. Id. at 49. 
54. Id. at 4. 
35. Id.  at 104. 
36. Id. at 198. 
37. Id. See J .  Rouss~~u. Du CONTRAT SOCIAL 
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dam in its-institutional embodiments thus leads to 
perhaps as judged by standards of material wealth. Leoni finds man law, continental (pre-codified) law, as well as A ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
evidence for strict connection between the free market Saxon law was of this variety.49 Law is sort ofvast, continu- 
and the free law-making process," in the observation "that the Ous, and chiefly spontaneous collaboration between the judges 
free market was at its height in the English-speaking countries and the judged . . . to discover what the people*s will is in a 
when the common law was practically the only law of the land series of definite instances-a ~ o l l a b o r ~ t i ~ ~  that in many re- 
relating to private life and business."44 And more to the Point, 'pects be.compared to that existing among all the partjci- 

pants in a free market."50 uthe socialistic solution of the so-called social problem" cannot 
-promot[e] public welfare and eliminattel, as far as Possible, 
poverty, ignorance, and squalor, for this 'end is not only Per- 
fectly compatible with individual freedom, but may be. con- 
sidered as complementary to it."45 

B. and Other Spontaneom ~~s 

The ~~~~~i~~ of economics (and especially the writ- 

inr o f ~ a y e k )  provides the strongest lntenectual influence on 

Lgni's thought. The freedom that Leon' Proposes embraces whom has a share in the process itself according to his willing- 
the right to engage in the widest possible variety of Personal ness and ability to maintain or even to modify the present con- 
and economic actions and choices. The result of this freedom is dition . . . ."52 

the development of spontaneous orders in human institu- As in the market relation, so in law: u ~ o m m o n  were 
tions-science, fashions, taste, language, economic Organiza- the real actors in this respect, just as they still are the real 
tion, and law.46 From there, the entire corpus of Austrian tors in the formation Of the language and, at least partially, in 
economics becomes available as argument for the virtues of lib- economic transactions in the countries of the w e s t , w 5 5  In udis- 
eral freedom and for the Proposition that any legislation Or What the law is, judges at common law are thus like 
government regulation that resembles central economic Plan- grammarians who epitomize the rules of a language or , , , 
ning must fail, with a consequent decline in the governed Pop- statisticians who make records of prices or of quantities of 

goods exchanged in the market," because they are merely ulation's  elfa are."^ 

aw Process is consonant with, and indeed supports freedom is 
extra or dinar^, not the least because he was writing nearly three 
decades before the full flowering of law and economics, ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  

45. Id, at 177. 
46. Id. at 154-55. 
47. On reremblance between regulation and central planning, see I .  KIRzNra' 

$"prn note 17. at  119-49. 
48. 8. LEON,, ~upen note I ,  at 151-32. 
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because Of the decentralized nature of the process at  the trial 

sensual redistributions. 

There is more to Le0ni.s claims for the common law than this 
list attributes to it. But other virtues ofthe common law remain 

in the text of Freedom and hw, ~~~~i understands 
the nature of legal conflict in "cIassical" common law to be 
thus' One party, the plaintiff, claims that an adverse noncon- 

rearrangement of rights (freedoms) has be- 
cause Of the defendant's act of ommission or commision, In 

damaged his person or property, 
Each claim's central element is the defendantss asserted fail- 

ure to perform a generally (in tort law) or specifically (in con- 
tract law) c o ~ i z a b l e  and previously accepted 

to the 

cess, strictly construed, thus provides few judicial o ~ P o r t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
for the wholesale rearrangement of rights and obligations; and 

Usages, tacit rules, the implications of conventions, general 
cntena to the suitable solutions of particular legal 
problems also with reference to possible changes in the 
'pinions People at any given time and in the material 

Eve" if lhe Judge sought a wider effect, his ruling 
nor a pervasive Influence In manner of legislation or reguiation. F~~ in v. 

Camol'.Towing Co., '59 F.2d 169 (2d Cir. 1947).Judge ~~~~~~d w~~~ ,.dc6ned.. in 
'gebra'c lhe ''reasonable man" standard that a lortfcasor mu,l rollow 

a?oid a finding of negligence against him. But judge ~ ~ , , d  did no, 
to Degllgencc anew: 

merely wrote down iu preexisting elemcnu as found in prior 

62. Id. 
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background of those opinions--all these are yet to be discov- Oni 
at length the difference between written ered, One may well say that this is an undeniably difficult. 

sometimes painful, and very often 10% Process. It 
was, According to the experience of our ancestors, the 

Of me this yyty . . . not only in Anglo-Saxon 
countries but er m the West, was to entrust the 

process,to specially tr+d persons like lawyers orJudges.65 

search for pre-existing expectations of rights and Obli- 
gations takes place against the vast background Of 

previously 

discovered law (precedent) and a specific, limited 
Grand social or economic theory has no place in this search. It 
is not the judgess object of inquiry. As Leoni cites Sir Matthew 

Hale, is a reason for me to preferre a law by which a 

kingdome bath been happily governed four Or live hundred 
years than to adventure the happiness and Peace Of a kingdome 
upon some new theory of my own."GG Indeed, Neratius Pros- 
cribes the search for such a theory itself: "Rationes e a r n  qUae 
comlituuntur inqUih non oportet, alioquin multa qWe certa sunt 

subr~erluntur."~~ 
We close the circle by observing that if there be no law but 

common law, then that law applies to all people equally, and 
law is a 

complex of rules relating to the behavior of the 
judges discover it behind a veil of ignoran~e.~'  There can be no common 

The principles of that law appeared to 
special pleaders for the creation of special rights and obliga- to be that "one age and one tribunal may speake the 
tions beyond those that already exist in law or remain to be same thinges and carry on the same thred of the law in one 

as (unanimously) preferred, ex ante, in the Practices unifonne rule as neare as possible , , , ,9377 

and expectations of the people.69 Hence, the obligation another that ET~ntjunjges. Leoni acknowledges "that judiciary law may un- 
one person*s -freedom from want" would impose on dergo some deviations the effect of which may be the rein- 
would find no hearing at common law,70 just as similar troduction Of the legislative process under a judiciary guise,,,78 

Judges in s " ~ e  courts 
especially, "may be in a position to for special, previously unrecognized rights would On deaf 

ears.71 For such demands find no place in a consensual order. 
impose their Own personal 

will upon a great number ofdissent- 
ers3"79 which would disorder the common law foundation of Certainly an,j.law, ~ ~ ~ ~ G n d e r s t a n d s  that freedom, and there- 

prosperity, requires an irreducible core of institutional liberal freedom. To the extent that supreme courts follow 
certainty.72 ~h~ common law provides for certainty in the same law Procedures, the limitations that ~~~~i identifies would 
manner that it undergirds freedom. Its goal is to express a par- 

ticular, limited aspect of the preexisting Consensual Order. Le- 

65. B. ~eour. supra note 1. a[ 20. 
66. Id, at 94. 
67, koni'r tranrla[ion: -[wle avoid making inquiry about the rationale of Our 

ins,i,utions, certainty be lost and they be overthrown-" Id. 
68. Id. at 63. 
69. Id. at 137. 
70. Id. 
71. Id. at 106. 
72. Id. at 97. 
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another and no individual choice is ever ove,.,,,led,~ss But be- terpretations of the constit~tion."~' His Principal concern, 
cause -of  legislation's widening domain, 

area in which though, is with judicial acquiescence in administrative determi- 
individual adjustments have been deemed neces- nations, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c r a t s  enjoy broad delegated Powers So bu- 

reaus may impose capricious, arbitrary, freedom-destroying, sary Or suitable has been far more severely circumscribed"89 
than is compatible with liberal freedom. ~ ~ ~ i ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~  saps the 

and therefore lawless constraints?' order of spontaneity. As Matthew ~~l~ argues: 

C .  bgislation rTIheY that Please- themselves with a persuasion that they 
can with as much evidence and conpit ie  make out an un- 

If one insight stands out in Freedom and the Law. it is that "the of laws and politiques [that is, we would say, 

ir more an analogy between the market economy and aludicia~ writte*,Constitutions and legislation] equally applicable to all 
states conditions1 as Euclide demonstrates his conclu- law, jut oJ thme much more than an analogy a 

deceive themselves with notions which prove ineRec- 
planned economy and legislation."8s For everything that the market t"al come to partinrhr applicotion.go 
economy and the common law represent, central economic 

7- &@lation, catralPlanning, and economic ~ a l ~ l ~ t i ~ ~ ,  ~~~~i dis- 
cerns that writers understood the tradition ofliberal free- 
dom, order, and judge-  disc overed^^ law, as well 
as the legislative threat to these institutions,  hi^ threat is se- 

brains into . . . one man, [he could not] . . . provide for every- 
thing a t  one time without having the experience that comes dividual initiative and freed from Practice through a long period ofhistory,.~92 

with individual initiative an 
Leoni recognizes that legislation shares in the inability of 

central economic planning to solve the economic~ca~cu~ation 

new approach and of un- should be as a result of a corn 
precedented  decision^."^' 
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mittee of legislators . , , , 7 3 ~ o z  

Legis1ative un+int~. in turn, makes it "impossible for the 
authorities to make any calculation regarding the real needs 
and the real Potentialities of the citizens,.9 and 

authori- 
law that otherwise would emerge. lies can never be certain that what they do is actually what pea- 

PIe would like them to do . . . :.lo3 . ~ h ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  
authorities In particular, "the more numerous the people are whom 

. . . tr[,,] to 'represent,'. . . and the more numerous are Inotl better qualified to discover and even to satisfy individ- 
ual 'needs' that private citizens would not be able or even the matters in which one tries to represent them, the less the 
might not want to satisfy if they were free to choose,vl04 word ,representation' has a meaning referable to the will 

In a passage that finds unmistakable reflection in modern of actual people other than that of the persons named as their 
t h e o ~ ,  Leoni ties together the incapacity of dem- .representatives,* 9.95 NO real contract emerges between 

Ocratic legislatures and other s ~ c i a l - ~ h ~ i ~ ~  mechanisms to re- 
veal citizens' preferences for public goods, with the theoretical 

for a legislature's existence, to 
such goods, He 

The voter himself has no way to connect his vote to public- thereby restores . symmetry of evaluation between public and 
policy outcomes,97 ~~d "the issues at stake . . . are too many 

private that is often lacking in economic 

and too complicated and . . . very many Of them are To contend that legislation is "necessary- whenever other 
unknown both to the representatives and the people repre- means fail to "discover" the opinion of the people con- 

sented , . , , [ N ] ~  instructions could be given in most cases."98 Only be another way of evading the solution of 
the problem. If other means fail, this is no reason to infer 

Representatives cast their legislative votes under the same dis- thrft!egislation does not. Either we assume that a ,.social 
advantage, they vote without knowing the Of Op!nlon" On the matter concerned does not exist or that it  
their vote until the group decision has been made."" but is difficult to discover. rn the first case, intro- 

Majority rule also contributes to the legislature's to duclng legislation implies that this is a good 
to 

reflect citizens7 preferences, even if all of these information the lack of a "social opinion"; in the latter case, introducing 
legislation implies that the legislators know how to discover 

problems were to disappear. In the limit, says Leoni, quoting the othenvlse UndisCoverable opinion, . .~~5 
John stuart  ill, the preferences of one-half of the ~~p~~~~~~~ 
remain ignored as a consequence of the general election. The @ Rmt-seeking Because of its majoritaian character, along with 
preferences of tile remaining one-half are cleft in twain as a most voters' and many legislators' ignorance about many issues 

consequence of majority rule in the legislature100 Hence, legis- and the preferences of those whom their po]i~ical actions might 

lation mirrors at  best "the contingent Views and interests a people with special 
interests in panicular issues can pur- 

handful people ([one-half] the legislators), whoever they 
benefits from the political 

process that they cannot secure 

may be, , , . a remedy for all concerned."101 Or worse, it under conditions of unanimity and perfect information, which 

reflects the will of a contingent majority within a I? to say, in the market. That is, legislation remains expres- 
'Ion of the particular will of certain individuals and groups who 

94, F, ROAD TO S ~ ~ ~ ~ O M  (1944). S* ~ i k e r ,  T*. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  lare] luck). to have a contingent majo,.ity oflegislaton 
Conrlilulipn~Moiti 

fitsidmq in 1787, with ~ommmo On DeUnninrrm and Rononof On their side at a given m0rnent."~~6 ~h~ political process thus 
cholrc, 78 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 1 (1984). provides an op~ortunity for persons and 

groups to demand, 95. B. LEON,. IUPT(I note 1. at 18. 
96. Id. a1 122. 
97. Cf id. at 1 LO. 
98. Id. at 124. 
99. Id. at 112- 
100. Cf id. aL 125. 
101. Id. at 5. 
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and representatives to supply, rents through le@ation.lo7 research On Vote-trading, logrolling, which he interprets as the 
means which small minorities coalesce to form legislative 

Similarly, he discerns a difference between Euro- 
pean and variants of rent-seeking. In E~~~~~~~ poli- 
ties, social and economic "cleavagesp, tend not to ucross- 

but instead are mutually reinforcing, so that two large, 
fairly permanent coaIitions.form on the left and right, But in 
the lJnited States, cleavages tend to c r ~ ~ s - ~ ~ t ,  so each small 
group is on its own. 

Those who bear the Costs of legislatively enacted positive 
freedoms Ordinarily suffer because of their lack of 

decisions."'" 
es, "one for land- Consequently, a multi~licityqfla\rs_emerg 

lords, one for tenants, one for employers, one for ' ning majority . . . , " l l 8  etc,,w which. destroys the consensual basis of "equality before 
the l a w , w ~ ~ z  ~h~ manipulation of the money supply also be- 
comes a means for establishing the positive freedom of 
classes of persons, namely debtors.'I5 Even the formerly sPon- 
taneous order of language becomes politicized, as various 
groups seek its debasement, to assert their positive claims On 
others.Il4 

~~~~i is uncommonly modern in his appreciation Of the 
mechanisms of political rent-seeking. For example, he refers to 

, !  ' .  

A ..rcntw a la of a good or service greater than 

to bhng ,he good or into existence. For a fuller di$cusslon of rent- 

see inlro at 703-05. example> consider the positive "freedom from want.- A 
108. B. LEON,, SUPTO note 1. at 14. Person choose within the market relation to become a sup- 
109. ~ d .  at 20 (emphasis in original). PIier of goods. His choice remains entirely voluntary, and he 

within the market relation the principle that other pea- 
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have a liberal freedom from constraint. They can his 

goods or not, as they see fit.IZo If the supplier fails, he has no 

recourse expected none within the liberal freedom of mar- 

ket and common law. B U ~  legislation differs, "because the very Legirlation and uncerfninfy. We have reviewed ~ ~ ~ ~ i , ~  argu- 
attempt to introduce 'freedom from want' has to be made . . . 

merit that unwritten law provides long-run certainty while writ- 
through legislation and therefore through decisions on the ba- ten law does not.181 Because written law is the explicit product 
sis of majority rule,"12i not unanimous consent. 

Of 1egis1ati0n,182 we may carry forward the burden of that 
~ ~ ~ i ~ l ~ t i ~ n  also imposes uniformity, perhaps in Prices Or in merit here. The "law" of legislation remains uncertain over enforced consumption.1zz And "group decisions imply Proce- time, which creates two related effects, 

dures like rule which are not compatible with individ- 

ual freedom of choice of the type that any individual Or 

seller in the market enjoys as well as in any other choice he 
makes in his private life.fl12' paradoxically, then, the enforced cisions be."183 Private planning becomes tenuous under a consumption~24 produced by "[l]egislation may have and actu- legislative regime, because "[tlhe legal system centered on leg- ally has in many cases today a negative effect on the very effi- while involving the possibility that other people (the 
cacy of the rules and on the homogeneity of the feelings and 
convictions already *ailing in a given That is, legislators) may interfere with our actions every day, also in- 

volves the possibility that they may change their way ofinterfer- .qegislation may . . . deliberately or accidentally disrupt homo- ing 
geneity by destroying established rules and by nullifying ex- Because of the instability of legislative 

reflecting shifting contingent majorities,~s5 d C w e  are 
isting conventions and agreements that have hitherto been 

llPUer certain that tomorrow we shall still have the rules we have 
voluntarily accepted . . . ."Iz6 

F~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ,  "majority will is not the "common will, 
peoplem are nor the individual, and individual freedom is not 
democracy,~28 Therefore, because of legislation's "violent em- 
pirical operation on the body  politic,'[.'^ as Leoni quotes "'- 
lock, its use should be limited. 

I3O. I d .  at 18-14 (emphasis in original). 
151. See lupm a1 672.73. 

120. I d .  a[ 54-55. 
121. Id.  at 105. 
122. Id.  at  121. 
123. I d .  a1 124. 
124. Id.  at IS. 
125. ~ d .  at 17 (emphasis in origimU. 
126. ~ d .  (emphasis added). 
127. Id .  at 138. 

Id. at 76 (emphasis in original). 128. I d .  at 103. 
129. I d .  a1 56. 
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ofpro~uction processes,'38 or the foregoing of such exchanges We do not know when rent-seeking entered the picture, 
More than likely it was there from the beginning',146 Or, per- 

These two effects with the domain and frequency of ap- haps rent-seeking was the natural consequence of rule 
eals to legislation, "The more intense and accelerated is the and the restricted infomation and partial preference re;elation process of law-making, the more uncertain will it be that Pres- that legislative processes.l4' ~t matters not, What 

ent legislation will last for any length of time," because "there does matter is the present substitution of the constraining re- 
is nothing to prevent a law, certain [in its written f~-1 . . . , suits Of the legislative process for the liberal consequences of 
from being unpredictably changed by another law no less 'cer- the common law. 

r r l 3 9  tain' than the previous One. 
111. RECENT DEVELOP ME^^^ 

This review of Freedom and the Law, except for a brief initial 
cataloging Of some "mistakes" and an occasional footnote, 
takes Bruno Leoni's writing on its own terms, while prior ref- 
erences to subsequent contributions are few, the form of this 
review accomodates a recounting of later works, a matter to 
which we now turn, 

advantages as an unequivocal and clear-cut 
A. Freedom 

Many problems and misunderstandings result because most 
scientists remain unprepared to reason about freedom 

I B~~ legislative compilation turned an open system based On a 
spontaneous order into a closed systemI4' based on centralized 

m, ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ d  parties would consult the s t f i  outlines Ot 

J the code, inslead of the richly detai l&dnd~laimd fabric Of 

case law,14> one imagines that this chang-d comparative 
advantage away from those whose advocacy reflected the disci- 
pline oflegal scholarship and toward those whose advocacy was 
merely imaginative and politically entrepreneurial But for 
whatever reason, legal scholarship declined, and the force Of 

common law diminished apace.144 Soon it became natural "to 

98, Srr Klejn. crawford k  hi hi an. Vrrricol Inlegration. APPr&b* RmU: and 'lu 'Om- 
pctirivr ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ i ~ g  Process, 21 J.L. & ECON. 297 

159. 6. L~owr,supro note 1, at 81. 
140, id. ar&(crnphasis in original). 
141. Id. 
142. f i t  145. 
143. Id. at 148. 
144. Id. 
145, id. in original). 
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constant and faithful attention to freedom. there are few writ- 
ings on freedom itself by non-Marxist ec~nomists. 

~h~ philosophers have dominated the field in a manner that Instead. Stigler identifies wealth-maximizing public policies 
recapitulates ~ ~ ~ ~ i 9 ~ 1 5 ~  (and H a y e k ' ~ ' ~ ~ )  reflections on the dis- with liberty. If such policies increase a person7s earnings, then 
tinction between negative and positive freedom. On one side his opportunit~ set expands and he has more freedom than 
we find philosophers such as Nozick, who views Prop- otherwise; but if his earnings decline, then he is less free, Ac- 
erty as [he embodiment of freedom.ls6 On the Other we find cordingl~, Stigler believes that economists qua economists can- 
political philosophers such as Christian and G. A. Co- not between liberal and positive freedom. 
hen,~58 who deem the positive freedom of Marxism to be lo@- [W]hether the state forbids me (by a rationing system) to use 
cally but the negative freedom of classical 

"Ore than ten gallons of gasoline a week, or whether I am 
liberalism to be empirically empty. prevented from doing so by its 

high price (not taxes) is of little direct significance to me: in either ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t ~  do write about freedom, and their work in this case driving is limited b decisions (to ration or to buy area is of great importance. But it lacks a concern for, not to gas) of my fellow citizens.167 
rejects, "doctrinaire" appeals to distinctly phi lo so^^^^^^ con- 
siderations. F~~ economists might identify price con- Hence, we cannot "distinguish coercion by other men from 

Other [market] limitations on our choice,39~s~ so 
purpose trols or barriers to entry as reductions in (liberal) 

freedom, These policies then stand as proximate causes Of re- Of a distinction between wealth and liberty is , , , elusive.,,,69 
ductions in human welfare. Economists have gone far in 

' , As a consequence of this reasoning, "[o]ne may [onlyl derive 
ing the ccwe for freedom with just such demonstrations. conclusions on public policy by recourse to 

, , , 

B~~ these do not build a compelling theo? Of free- of individual utility maximization," because ,,[tlhe 
dam or its absence. Instead, they compile evidence about the Of wealth is both broad and specific: it is the wealth of 

of freedom or its absence. Without a theory Of freedom, individual men, as judged by themselves, which measures their 
to choose [their liberty]."164 however, one cannot distinguish between freedomVs Presence 

and its effects. Indeed, economists sometimes call the effects by 
the name -freedom." And this confusion has been disabling for 

both theory and practice. 
stigler exemplifies this confusion by rejecting the Ha~ek-Le- 

oni claimed difference between liberal and positive freedom.15' 

He -share[s] ~ ~ ~ ~ k ' s  opposition to a host of modern public 
policies,-~m ~i~ he claims that they cannot be attacked On 
grounds that rely on this difference, which he regards as merely ety's policies-and knowledge of economic laws[-lwill have no 

to that i n f l u e n ~ e . " ' ~ " h ~ r ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  "[plerhaps these and therefore beyond the economist's compass In- 
cannot be effectively opposed on any ground, but 

154. scc supra a[ 665-66. that of efficiency offers more promise,,v167 
155. c ~ ~ E T ~ ~ ~ ~ N  OF LIBERN. ~ u p m  note 25. at 12. 
156, ,,, N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  notc 149. 1 here rely on John assessment of what 

Nozick to ray, see G ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ r r i a n  Fncdom. ~ndiuiduol Libwry, rind lhe 

I,,, s sot. PHIL. & P O ~ Y  I@) (1986). 
157. C. THE STPUCPURE OF FREEDOM (1965). 
158. cohcn. ~upra note 150. 
159, Sligler, ~ ~ 1 , h .  and porribly ~ i b d y .  7 J .  LEGAL STUD. 213 SLig1er'5 a 

appears in a more and less combative form in Moore. An rconon'cAM 

o/lbr conrrpl o /~mdon.  in H. Mannc, suPm note 3, a' Io8. 
160. stigler. supra note 159. al 217. 
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maximizes" wealth in strict neoc~assical and static terms, there 
can be no claim for a more nearly global, dynamic wealth max- 
imization growing out Of invention and entrepreneurship, An 
expansion of liberal freedom may increase wealth, B~~ policies 
designed 

to increase wealth may not increase liberal or 
even positive freedom, 170 

decisions, ~h~~ plan, they cannot achieve self-actualiza- The immediate attractiveness of public policies based on 
tion, and their actions hold no meaning for them. (wealth-maximizing) calculations alone threatens the broader 

It is difficult to discern where Stigler's asserted identity be- "institutional effi~iency"'~' derived from the spontaneous or- 
ders Of market and common law. Stigler thus ignores the func- tween market- and collectivity-imposed constraints differs from 
tion Of rules that undergird liberal freedom, ~~~~k notes: this interpretation B U ~  there is more here than the unPersua- 

The Preservation of a free system is so difficult precisely be- 
cause it requires a constant rejection of measures which ap- 
pear t' be required to secure particular results, on no 
stronger grounds than that they conflict with a general rule, 
and without our knowing what will be [he costs of 
not observing the rule in the particular instance, A successful 
defence of freedom must therefore be dogmatic and make 
no to expediency, even where it is not possible 
to show that besides the known beneficial effects, some par- 

some constraints may increase wealth.) And a reduction in titular harmful result would also follow fro,,, its infringe- 
ment. Freedom will prevail only if it is accepted as = general 

wealth may reduce (undifferentiated) freedom in its turn. So principle whose application to particular instances requires 
wealth and freedom become equivalent. But suppose, with Le- no justification . . . . I f 2  

o n i , ~ 6 ~  that we can prticular freedoms to the category of 
Stigler's argument, of course, is much simpler to dismiss, or -positive," Some difficult assignment Problems 

that both his budget and relative prices, on the one remain, B~~ we ignore them, because Stigler's argument 
hand, and a governmgkt rationing scheme, on the other, would is not that; it is just that the distinction, even if clear, would 
lead the consumer to purchase exactly the same amounts of 

make no difference. 
stigler would argue that sometimes there is a happy coinci- 

dence between a liberal freedom and increased wealth. In such 

greater marginal valuation of travel by increasing his gasoline 
use. The government-imposed rationing system does not. 

I7O. For example, a 1982 Supreme Court case ovcrturncd the California Supreme 
Court'sjudicial applicarion of statutory Language that ,,,,llifid due.on.rale 

in homc-morrgagc contraclS. See Fidelity Fed. Sav.  LO^,, A ~ S . "  ". de la Cucsra, 458 U,S, I4l 
Present morwgors might benefit from the nul~ificarion, bur future mart- 

law, and there will be far less economized use of gagors' lheir righr to alienare this provision thereby rcsrric,ed, would not 

stigler thus has claimed that economists can do an Thus, aucmPrJ '0 aid a class ohcn produce only transitional 
for its prc-enb,ing On d e b  C*stas see   ad dock Hall, /,,,port gMoking Rkhb Ina,ima blc, impossible thing. ~ , , d  even if the p~sitive-freedom policY SUP' CT. ECON- RE". 1 (198%). On the problem of transirional gains, see T,,lloct, Tb 

r r a ~ i l i o ~ l  Cairn Trap, 6 BELL J.  ECON. 671 (1975,. 
The term derives fram R ~ Z Z O ,  4, 

168. cmy, mpro note 156. at 163-64. 172. F. HAW, supra note 25, a t  61. 
169. Sn rupa at 665-66. 
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Hence, the rationing system fails to incorporate altered deci- presses elsewhere.179 Many of his writings develop a 

. z v  .,. 
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sions (except by trading offless-preferred travel), ration- 

ing by market does not. Liberal freedom thus the 

box" of the political process, characterizing politics as a 
kind Of market, in which people maximize wealth. ~h~ model 

ability to pursue unforseen opportunities. a matter that Stigler does contribute to an understanding of the political process, 
and I have used it in arguing that constitutional sea changes, 

wholly ignores. ! as the American reapportionment revolution, have few 
in precisely these terms, anticipates the Austrian public-policy consequences.1s0 A kind of -constitutional Cease 

argument against Stig1er.s asserted identity of negative and 
positive f r e e d o m , ~ 7 ~ e  begins by criticizing "[tlhis fusion Of 

the idea bf non-intefierence," a concept fully compatible with 
Leoni and ~~~~r~ notion of liberal, negative freedom, Owith 

the idea of effective power (which often means buying 

power),H~7' 
~ ~ ~ h l ~ ~ ' ~  view, this combining "could not but 

spread confusion.7~175 In particular: 

A definition of freedom which negates the difference be- 
tween non-interference and effective Power (Or Or 

theorem" thus emerges, in which the only consequences of 
changes in rules are wealth effects, provided that transaction 
costs are low under alternative rules, 

But this model Proves too much. The structure of rules and 
rights does matter.''' The majority-rule relation is not a mar- 
ket under conditions of perfect infomation and 
low transaction costs. For example, Ordeshook and I have con- 

a model of an n-person legislature, in which majority 
leads to unstable (disequilibrium) redistributions toward 

want satisfaction) destroys the essential meaning Of the word the unstable) majority coalition, through the use of afreedom,w  fit is defined as the CapacltY or o~!'ortu"lty to 
get what one wants, we are barred from analyzing the 'mpor- cost-benefit inefficient programs, even under conditions of 
tant question whether the development of this caPaclty Or zero transaction costs, perfect information, and a market for 
opportunity is better served by restrictionism or by non-in- votes.'82 Such redistributions rest on assertions of positive 
terference, by collective control or by individual freedom, and not on the liberal freedom of the (unanimous) 

With respect to the claim that a concatenation Of these two 
market But the model applied to the market rule 
unanimit~-shO~s neoclassical efficiency, 

views of freedom cannot hold good in a dynamic economy with 
changing opportunities, Machlup points out that "certain free- Such models reveal a vast difference between individual ra- 

dams may be of great importance for individuals and for ti0nality and "~ocial:.yationalit~,~~ even within a neoclassical 

ety when no knowledge, no opportunity, and no Power exist as structure. Individual rationality under major,ty rule can and 

yet to make use of presumably 'empty' freedoms."177 The 'On- does lead to "social irrationality,"l~~ meaning at least incoher- 
strained-consumer example is but a simplified instance of such (instransitivity) and probably Pareto-inferior policies, Ad- 
opportunities, F ~ ~ ,  "[t]heir importance lies in the aspirationS 

ding information and high transaction costs to the 
and ambitions which they arouse and which may lead to the 
search for the knowledge,  portun unit^. and power that are re- 179. ''.. '6, S1iglcr. Economic Compchlion o n d P ~ l i f , ~ ~ l  ~ompl,lion, l 3  

CHO,CE 91  
Sdgler. The Tlvor~ o/Ecanaic  Rwlolion, 2 BELLJ. ECON. & M ~ ~ ~ ,  sCI, (1971), 

quired to exercise the previously unused freedoms In short' I8O. P"lirical /rnwlify: An Economic A W ~ ,  in poLmcAr Egu,Lrsa,uM: A 
freedoms can be highly effective."178 DEL'c'n B A u N c ~ ,  E ~ ~ * ~ ~  IN HONOR OF WILLIAM H. R,YLR 135 (p. ordeshook K, Shcpsk eds. 1982). 

Riker, Dm- and R l p . r s m ~ ~ t , ~ ~ :  A R~~~~~~~~~~~~ gl. Ball 
Implicit in ~ ~ i ~ l ~ ~ ' ~  argument is a second claim, which he James af'dRe~nolds v. ~irns. I SUP. CT. ECON. RE". 89 (1982). 

l8I.  McKelvc~ & Orde~hook. An E $ m i m t a l  study ~ j l h  ~ f i ~ ~  ojhrdUTnI Rub On 
Bchauior. 46J. POL. 182 (1984); Shepsle & weingast, ,+,b Do Ruk, crhC 

173, Machlup, Libmalirm and 
choice O / F ~ G C ~ O ~ ,  in ROADS TO FREEpoM: IN durr 

46J. POL. 206 (1984). T ~ C  correlative law.an,j.economics contributionl 
Honoua o5 Fn ,EDRICH A, 

H~~~~ 117 (E. streissler ed. 1960). 1 [hank Israel K'rzner are Cease' 
h b h o / S o h l  Cost. 3J .  L. & ECON. I (1960), and D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Wb Doer 

for informing me of this important essay. 'heRu& gl.Linbilily Malrn?. I J. LEGAL STUD. 13 ( 1 9 7 ~ ) .  
18'. The are reported in Aranron & Ordeshoot, ~h~ political of Pub- 174. Id. at 120. ric-Seclor in a Representative Democracy (1978) (paper for the An- 

175. Id. of the American Political science ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  N~~ York City) (on file at 
176. Id. at 126. lhcJLPp Office), S*"lro Aransan and Ordeshook, 16, 131.87,  
177. Id. at 130. IB3. references cited $upro noteJ 6-10, 
178. Id. 
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model then recaptures the essence of Leoni7s argument about ? . The second possibility-unanimousl consenting, say, to ma- 

legislation, his application of the economic-calculation prob- Jority-preferred wealth redistributions based on an insurance 

lem, with its implications for the distinction between liberal principlc--remains subject to some clarification, F~~ example, 
if private-sector agents can make a market in insurance, should 

and positive freedom.184 
Liberal freedom, freedom, and conrtitutional choice. A set- a constitution prohibit public-sector agents from doing so? 

! And if the constitution allows public-sector insurance, does body ofliterature seems more difficult to counter, because 
that work a restriction on liberal freedom, with a it claims that people might opt for positive freedom (and Obli- 

gation) under a market-like, unanimous-decision One growth in Positive freedom 'and obligation? ls stigler then 
right, that the supplier's legal identity may be a difference that 

designed to set the terms of a cons t i t~ t i0n . l~~  makes no difference? 
The constitutional daim for positive freedom follows these Deciding that these redistributions promote positive free- 

lines. First, suppose that at  the level of constitutional choice, . 
returns us to the question of the alienability of liberal 

only unanimous consent can express or be compatible with lib* 
' 
I But suppose that these redistributions do not really eral freedom.m6 Second, assume that a veil ofignorancelB7 de- meate positive freedoms. Does our inquiry end? I think not, 

prives constitution choosers of information about their Post- The question then becomes whether any majority-rule legisk- 
constitutional positions. Third, suppose that the choosers ture is able to develop the kinds of programs that the unani- unanimously decide to adopt a constitution providing for mously chosen constitution intended. Leoni would argue that 
either any kind of wealth redistribution or Particular kinds Of 

' 
the task cannot be done.lQO Instead, the resulting legislation 

wealth redistributions (for example, following an insurance resemble other legislation in iis more general redistribu- 
principle188) in subsequent decisions by a majofity-mle institu- jionist, uncertain, and rent-seeking aspects, ~ ~ g i ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  voters, 
tion. That is, they constitutionally and unanimously recognize 

Interest groups, and bureaucrats, after all, are not rational by 
the legitimacy of legislative enactments of positive freedoms' 

these people then less free? Can further constitutional provisions constrain legislators to 
I cannot satisfactorily answer this question. Nor am I certain do what the writers intended? probably not, For that others can do so. A response to the first Provisions, as we shall find,Igl have offered but a weak 

mously consenting to any kind of majori!Y-Preferred re- 
defense against the veGkinds of actions that ~~~~i and others 

distribution-must rely on a prior theory of whether keedom Perhaps other forms of constraints on legisla- 
always should be inalienable. The Declaration Of Independence tors might work better, but this possibility seems unlikely,199 declares -liberty- to be so, as it does "life" and the "Pursuit Of 

happiness,w *his, then, is an issue that is too lengthy and too 
complex to pursue here, although it is the subject of extensive 

legal c o m m e n t a r ~ . ~ ~ ~  REV. (Iga7). For a discussion of alienability in constitutional argument, Aran- 
'On' Ca(culus and Conmml, in D~MOCRICY AND PUBL~C C H O ~ C ~  60 (C, ~~~l~~ ed, 1g8,), 

190. Set supra at 674-81; rupm 189. 
184. See supra at 675-71. 191. See infro at 706.09. 
185, I have in mind Rawlrss second principle ofjustice. SfeJ. RAW-, 

note 14'- 

186, 
J-  B~~~~~~~ & G. TULLOCK. THE C A L C ~ ~ ~ ~  OF 'ONSENT: 

1g2' 
Aransont h e d u r o l o n d  Subrronliut Conrrirulionnl ~ l c r l i o n  ojEcononic Lib- 

POUNDATLONS 
CONSTITVTIOWAL DEMOCEACY ch. 7 (1962): J. BUCHANAN' 

@Iirr' CAToJ. 345 (1987): Annson.Judicin1 Contm~ o j i h  p o l i l b l  
kblic krpo5e CAToJ. 719 (1985); Epstein. Towarda qlb Conl,od Clousr, 

153. U. CHI. L .  REV. 703 (3984). 

187, J ,  BUCHANAN & G .  TULLOCK, mpm note 186; J. b w L s ,  supro note 14'. 
188, SN, I,g,, E, BROWN,NC & J. BROWNING. PUBLIC FIN*NC. AND THE P''CE 

1g3' AransOn, f i jb f i  in Nonnative Economics poridw Poliliral Thoty, in 
ECoNoM'c CONsE~u'NcEs O F  GOVERNMEKT DEFICITS 157 (L. M~~~~ cd, 1g83); 

226-27 189. (Zd See, c,g,,Calabre cd. 1983). 
Ordcshook2 A1rmulliw 

d l h c  Cmvlh ojCoumnanl and T~~ I,,,pl icorim/or Con- 
'lirutional '-and spmding LimiLr, in ~ r n  AND E X P E N D ~ T V ~ E  LrMmATIONE 143 (", L.dd & 

vuw 4 lhc Calhcdral. 85 
" 

eds. 1981): Shepsle, ~ m g m i n g  the ~ u d g r ~ ~  c~,, , , , ,~~: ,nrml uc-Co mfiliblr 
available in Rose-Acker lo lhe hbh O/&Jbht in THE ECONOMIC C ~ N S E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  OF c~~~~~~~~ DEF- 
REV. 931 (1985). See o b  '''Ts 21 1 (L. Meyer cd. 1983). 
/rn Exrhnngc, 14 j. LEG 
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B. Law I Next, scholars turned their attention to creating mathe- 

current literature in law and economics, especially with re- 
spect to common law, often recapitulates the debate between 

matical models of the common law process, some special- 
ized work On the incentive effects of particular mles, Finally, 

Stigler and the Austrians. There is another view in this debate, because both of these bodies of research ordinarily that 
however, with distinctly ideological roots in claims for positive 

the law Process tends to converge on wealth-maximiz- 
rights and obligations, of the sort referred to earlier under the 

ing the Pment  stage of the debate emerged, 
category of eerrant judges.-lg4 The three views of the lega1 
process, then, can take three explanatory or predictive forms: 

~ ~ ~ ~ i - j ~ d ~ ~ ~  at common law (will) decide cases before 
them according to precedent and common law Processes Of 

legal reasoning and "discovery," with the intent of preserving 
the liberal freedom of the parties to the dispute; 

2, posner195-judges at common law (will) decide cases 
before [hem with the intent of increasing the wealth of society; 

3. Wright~96 and ~ ~ ~ ~ k i n ~ ~ ~ - j u d g e s  at common law (will) 
decide cases before them with the intent of incorporating their 

whether judges explicitly should try to adopt such rules, 
EmPiricalwork.Judge Posner dominates the first two stages of 

this His early work on negligence,198 followed by 
his across all areas of law, in ~~~~~~i~ ~~~l~~ of 

- 
Law1199 set the Prevailing research agenda. posnerss work, and 
that Of scholars who follow in this tradition,2w adopts this for- 

First, the writer describes an area of common law and the 
rules that judges might apply in it. second, he pro- 

a verbal economic model, discerning the (wealth. maximizing) rule. he reviews cases to decide whether 
Judges choose as the model predicts (form 2). ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ,  he some- 

personal ideologies into law. 
~~~h of these positive forms has an associated normative times exhortsjudges to adopt such rules (form 2,). 

form, in which the words "ought to" substitute for the word 
P~sner's study of the rule of negligence provides a 

We label these normative forms as l', 2', and 3*, respec- 
good of this resear~h.~O' From an implicit economic 

tively. Judges under 2 or 2' and 3 or 3' act like legislators, ex- model, he reasons that in tort law such a rule would be wealth- 

cept that the first (operating under 2 or 2') might claim to be maximizing under greater industrialization, while a strict-liabil- 

-instructed delegates, while the second (operating under Or ity "Ie would not. He then examines nineteenth century appel- 
late decisions in the United States and finds the pervasive 

3') do not necessarily do so. 
within the law and economics community today, the debate Of the negligence standard, which his model had pre- 

dicted. Posner then advocates the negligence rule.zoz 
is between those who take positions 1 or 1' and 2 Or 2'. Those 
,,,ho assert position 3 or 3' generally oppose economic Goetz's remarks on landlord-tenant law provide a second ex- 
analysis of law-~ustrian or neoclassical-because they view a.m~1e.203 When most residential rental property consisted of 

law as apart from the market relation. But in asserting ideO1Ogi- S'ngle-famil~ dwellings, imposing liability in tort on [he tenant 

cally devised, rights-based theories, their claims sometimes re- (and not On the landlord) for injuries to visitors made sense, 

semble those of scholars at positions 1 Or 1'. This 
because the Permanent) tenant was better able to de- 

of course, is more apparent than real. potentially dangerous conditions. But with todayvs large 

extending the review of legal scholarship beyond Leoni's 
lg8. A ~ , f N l g l i g ~ ,  1 J. LEGAL swD. 24 (1972). 

day, it is useful to follow historical order. With important ex- 199. R. POSNER. I U ~ O  no[e 3. 
ceptions, there came first an attention to the development of r,r.g., E~slcin,  ~k ~rmpmol Dimion  in TOH hw, 53 U. CH,. L, 175 
rules by examining actual case law and changes in precedent' (1986): Holdcmers, supra note 189. 

201. Posncr, supra note 198. 
'02. The effects of a ncgligencc rule shown to be 

194. St< xupa at 675-74. * lo those of a rule of strict liability w i t h  eontn~u,ory a ,hat 
195. see R. POSNEE. s u p  note 3. Po'"er recognizes. ~ r o w n .  Toward on T ~ V  o/~;~b;lrly, J ,  LECU SwD, 
196, Sn letter of~udgc J.  skclly wrigh~, info at 710. as quoted in Rabin' '"pro note 

112. at 549. 20s' Goetz, Whmforc h n d l o r d - ~ m o n ~  Lou . . ~ ~ ~ / ~ l i ~ ~ . . ?  sow ConnunU, 69 Coa- 
197, s t ~  R. DWORKIN. TAUING R I G W ~  S E R ~ O ~ J L "  (1978). L. REV. 592 (1984). 
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apanment developments and rapid tenant 
the land- scribes (form 1) and far less in the manner o~economists (fom 

lord is better 
to detect such conditions So it makes sense 

(minimizes information to shift liability to him.2" 
2). 

The 
to this Puzzle appeared at  hand with some gen- 

DyMmic modeb the common inw process.z05 Before Posner's 
Of the common law process, beginning with the 

early work, there had been attempts to discern 
economic work 

Rubin.208 His model, building on ~~~l~~~ earlier 
characteristics of the legal process. Cease's essay, Of Work,209 is the essence of simplicity. suppose that an accident 
Social Cost,206 first alerted scholars that 

Of 

and obliga;lrions-might have aiiocative ~ 0 n ~ ~ q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the 
of neoclassical microeconomic analysis. Coase showed 

that in the absence of transaction costs, and under conditions 
allowing for the alienability of a prior common law right, sub'e- 
quent contracting would allow the parties to assign the right 
its highest valued use. That is, the prevailing common law 
itself would have no allocative consequences COase then ex- 
amined several nuisance cases where transaction costs were 
high, and he found (mistakenly, I beheve), in the 

Of 

Occurs, that tortfeasor and victim both have continuing inter- 
" precedent. h a t  the law of the case clearly places liability 

On One Of them, and that both parties agree on the stakes and 
'On the probability that the plaintiff (defendant) will prevail at 

Rubin shows that if the rule is 
then the parties ' 

prefer settlement to suit; but if it is inefficient, then they may go 
to 

on the level of legal costs, ~~~h time a trial 
occurs under a Putatively inefficient rule, there is a nonzero 
probability that the court will reverse the rule, so each subse- 
quent gives a court the opportunity to adopt the efficient 

Posner7s later work, that judges tend to adopt Hence, under the assumptions stated the law of the case 
ing rules. tends toward efficiency over time, 

Calabresi and ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ d , 2 o ~  at about the same time that This model. and others like i tF0  does not rely on 
ner,s essay on negligence appeared (1972), then 'Ought to dis- motivations to reach efficient rules. ~ ~ b i ~ ~ ~  -invisible-hand,, 

conditions under which courts would property 
comports with Leoniqs description ofthe 

rules or liability rules. property rules give one party a defensi- law process as creating a spontaneous o rde r , z~  Indeed, 
ble right to be secure in his person, ProPertY* Or Rubin later defends his theory OF the common 

efficiency 
expectations, and courts ordinarily (though not protect thus: because common law rules tend toward efficiency, each 
them with injunctive relief if possible, along with whatever can take any action that appears with lit- damages are due from the defendant's actions before the in- tle fear that he has placed himself in danger ofa  suit, He need 
junction has issued- Within the structure of the Calabresi-Me- "Of know the law, but only what is "reasonable" (customary), If 
lamed theory, courts tend to adopt such under low the prevailing rule is inefficient, then 

actions will 
transaction-cosc conditions. But they tend to liability ?nimate the legal Process until the rule changes to embrace the 

reasonable" (that is, "efficient9,) form,zlz 

conditions. I these models, and the burden of that 
If there was agreement all around (which, in truth, there was review is less sanguine for efficiency claims than ~ ~ b i ~  at first 

not) that judges adopt wealth-maximizing "1"s (as measured 

by the 
of neoclassical theory), it was "Ot 'lea' how ?. 6 J. LECAL s,.,,~. 51  (1977), 

they could do so. classical common law courts approach the 
2 J. L e c * ~  STUD, 279 ( 1975 ), 

<!~o!ion Impmue the Low Wilhoul 
cases before them more nearly in the manner that Leoni an, A" ~~~~~h ~ h ~ ~  Euolution 

landc. & Posncr, ,,,,jwliCrolion ar &wlr T k  Gmnmon Low kCI, SdLCfiLIn @ 
D. 65 (1977); 'rerrebonnc, A nc,,y Euo,uriow9 

S6r obo ~ ~ n s o n ,  supra notes 4. 132. 
205. 

relies in large part on Aranson, SUPra note dppmorh to Low; A Commmf on RLlo, gl. 
206. Coase. rupra not< 181. 
207. calabreri & Melamed. rupra note 
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argued. First, the models reflect only modest agreement about 
the appropriateness of various assumptions. One counts 
among the models Literally millions of possible combinations 
and permutations of systems of assumptions about conditions 
under which the common law operates. A few lead to efficiency; 
many do not; and the vast majority remain unexplored. 

Second, Rubin214 argues more recently that, because of to- 
dayss litigants' increasingly asymmetric interests and high 
tramaction costs, the common law process has become subject 
to the same forces as the legislative process. He then provides 
several examples showing judges acting more in accord with - ~ 

form 3 than with form 1 or 2. ---... 

~ h i ~ d ,  even if these models predict an efficiency-seek~ng 
common law process, it remains unclear whether that result im- 
plies a choice of form l'or 2', or even of form 1 or  2. Here, we 
close this circle by considering the common law battlefield be- 
tween rhe Austrians and the neoclassical economists. - . . - -. . . . 

The common law and econmnic calculution. Some things that peo- 
ple do naturally, they might not do as well, or would not do at 
all, if they thought about how or why they do them.'15 I recall 
once speaking with a former construction worker who had 
made his living by riveting I-beams on skyscrapers. One day, 
while standing on a naked girder forty stories above the 
ground, he suddenly thought about his peril, had to be carried 
from the girder, and became a clothing salesman.216 

The parallel between this worker's predicament and that of a 
judge at common law trying to adopt wealth-maximizing rules 
seems far from exact, but it will do. A classical common law 
judge, like Leoni9s "grammarian" or "statisti~ian,"~" by 
searching to discover the parties' liberal freedoms, may simply 
replicate the wisdom of the market and thus adopt rules that, 
by postdiction, might be deemed efficient. That is, a judge act- 
ing in accordance with form 1 appears in retrospect to have 

214. ~,,bi", common  ow and stotutr ~ a w .  11 J .  LEGAL STUD. 205, 216-19 (1982). 
2 15. See B. LEONI. =pro note I ,  at 94. 
216. F. HAYEK, 25. 74. states the matter in a different connection: 

.-(l]ndividuals had learned to observe (and enforce) N ~ S  of conduct long before such 
could be in wordr . . . ." Heiner has pursued the connection between 

imperfect information and the emergence of rules in an important rcricr of papers. 
~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  ~~pfi~rr Deirionr the Lnw: On fhr Euolution o/&al Precedml and Rules, 151. 

SN 227 (1986); ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,   he Origim ofihdicloblr Bthovior. 73 AM. EcON. Rev. 5M) 
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acted in accordance with form 2. Perhaps Rubin's description 
of what Leon; interprets to be a spontaneous order is a central 
part of this process, though surely it is not the only part. 

But could it go the other way? Could a judge who adopts 
form 2 do as well at maximizing wealth as could a judge who 
adopts form I? Manifestly, it is far from apparent that a ‘*pas- 
nerian" judge, operating under form 2 rather than form 1, 
could replicate the classical judge's product. 

All of Leoni's (and the Austrians') observations on law and 
legislation combine to deny that such a replication is possl- 
ble."' But today we can say far more. In analyzing the ordinary 
common law case in the traditional areas of contract, property, 
and ton. efficiency theorists base their models on a simple 
equation: Total cost = Damage costs + Avoidance costs. ,. Damage costs" in a tort case, for instance, refer to the ex- 

pected number of accidents that would occur under a particular 
rule times the expected cost of each accident; avoidance costs 
refer to the cost of avoidance itself (added safety measures, for 
example), as well as to the reduction in beneficial activities that 
avoidance might imply. Suppose that under any particular rule 
each party maximizes his utility subject to the rule. An 
cient" rule, compared with its alternatives, minimizes the sum 
of these two costs. 

Here, the economic-calculation problem reappears.219 If the 
judge seeks to 
gain a knowled 

should h ~ u e  appe 
m a t  ofchoice. The "Posnerian" judge, by contrast, must form a 
prediction of how these costs (or expectations of them) will ap- 
pear to all subsequent parties who might possibly find them- 
selves in the same positions as did the instant litigants. 

These costs, however, existed only at the penultimate mo- 
ment of choice and only for the instant litigants. Knowledge of 
such costs, then, exists only ex hypothesb for future parties, and 
that knowledge. at best, would be widely disseminated in frag- 
mentary form throughout the economy. Hence, the judge who 
would pursue the explicit imposition of efficient rules perfom 
~imultaneously would face the same i n f o r m a w r o b l e m s  as a 
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er.2Po What is worse, such a judge's 
be less than a legislator's, because'the 

judge's knowledge at most reflects only the information that 
the two litigants are willing and able to provide. 

Freedom and fhe choice of legal ruh.  The debate over wealth- 
mimiz ing  ~ersus classical judges crystalizes in the choice of 
legal rules. As a general proposition, Austrians prefer property 
rules to liability rules; and if they must choose a liability rule (as 
in most tort law), then they prefer strict liability to 
negligence?" 

These preferences grow out of a high regard for the rights- 
based, spontaneous order of the market. But such an order 
works best, and sometimes may only be possible, if rights are 
defined and defended. The Austrians' economy, then, relies on 
a rights-based consensus, as Leoni describes it.222 It is not 
merely that the economic-calculation problem makes it impos- 
sible for a judge operating under a liability rule to assess dam- 
ages, say, to "make the plaintiff whole." More important, a 
liability rule makes rights at least contingent on the forbear- 
ance (or care) of others. But a property rule sends decisions 
back to the market, where the information resides, while it si- 
multaneously uncouples . . rights from a judicially contingent lia- 
bility determination.'"' 

A similar reasoning applies to the choice of strict liability 
over negligence, once one adopts a liability rule in a particular 
area of law. The judge's problem seems almost entirely infor- 
mational. He would face insuperable difficulties in discerning, 
say, the values of the variables that go into the "Hand formula" 
or into any of its modern variants, because the costs, benefits. 
and probabilities involved in the determination of negligence 
seem beyond eipost recapture (ore* ante prediction).224 Hence, 
Austrians would prefer to approach the problem of harm as 
they would any other external cost, by shifting that cost back to 
its source. 

n e  difference between Austrians and neoclassical "Posnen- I 
220. [d. F~~ the incellermal source of this criticism, seej .  BUCHANAN. IUW note 4: rer ? 

olro J. Buchanan & G .  Thirlby. suPm note 4. 
221. See, rg, Epstein. mpra note 4; Rizzo. .ruW note 4. 
222. See at 666-67: 669-72. 
223. $11 Eprtein. suw note 4. 
224. see. ra.. s* notc 6s; B~o-. rupm note 202 (developing modem variant of 
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ans" appears here in stark outline, with few details. The corn- 
parison doubtless is unfair when applied to individual scholars, 
Posner himself remains acutely aware of the infomation prob- 
lem, and he has so stated in his preference to return disputes to 
the market if transaction costs are Epstein, by contrast. 
whose writings place him within the Austrian tradition,226 does 
not recommend applying property rules uniformly to all claims 
of nuisance.227 

But the difference between Austrians and 
mains very real, as a 1981 Louisiana case might illustrate. In J. 
Wangarten, Inc. v. Northgate Mall, Z ~ C . , ' * ~  the plaintiff Wein- 
garten had subleased from the defendant space in a mall, to 
operate a grocery store. The lease provided that Northgate 
would not "erect any additional buildings in the parking area 
. . . except within the space shown on a plat . . . ."*so Northgate 
g c  also promised to maintain a ratio of six car parking spaces for 

each 1,000 [square] feet of floor space . . . ."2sr The lease 
granted plaintiff an " 'irrevocable non-exclusive easement' over 
all parking areas shown on the plat, [and it gave him] 'the right 
to obtain an injunction specifically enforcing such rights and 
interests without the necessity of proving inadequacy of legal 
remedies or irreparable harm.' "2s2 

Defendant Northgate breached by building an addition to 
the mall exceeding in square feet that allowed by the lease. 
Plaintiff sued for specific performance. The trial court, notwith- 
standing the terms of the lease, awarded damages but not spe- 
cific performance, on the grounds, t n h  alia, of a potential $4 
million loss to defendant (from destroying much of the added 
building). The Louisiana Court of Appeal reversed and issued 
an injunction calling for specific performance within six 

225. Scr, rg., R. Pos~Ea. supm note 3. See olroJudge Posncr'r "Solomonic.' but much 
maligned and incorrectly reporred decision returning a dispute l o  the panics' private 
forum, in Mcnora v. Illinois High School Ass'n, 685 F.2d 1030 (7th Cir. 1982). 

226. See Epstcin. A Tkoq o/SLtic[ LLmbilily. 23. LEGAL Smo.  151 (1973): E 
note 4. prtein, ~vpro 

227. Epstein. Nuuamr Low: Correctiw Jurricr and ilr ~ t i l i r ~ " ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ r , ~ , , , l r ,  8 J L~~~~ 
STUD. 49 (1979). Set oho Epstein. s u m  note 200. 

228. These[ 0f"Posnerians" need not include judge Posner in 
chartes 3. Goell has informed me. for exampic, that Judge Porncr 

the case here as wrongly decided. Srr olro s u m  note 225. 
229. 404 So. 2d 896 (La. 1981). 
230. Id. at 898. 
231. Id. 
232. Id. 
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months,2~~ ~h~ supreme Court of Louisiana, on a liberal read- 1 sacrificed in almost every instance.2s8 
ing of the ~OUisiana statutes, then reversed the Court of A ~ -  
peal and remanded the case to the trial Court for assessment C. hgiskztion 
damages against ~ o r t h g a t e . ~ ' ~  Three app70ack5 to hgt;hfion. Beyond the cont&,utions of Le- It seems beyond peradventure that an "Austrian" Judge 0ni2s9 and the research over the last quarter ten- faced with these facts would adopt a property rule and award tury into the legislative process reflects three overlapping and 
specific performance. A "posnerian" judge might not do so but reinforcing traditions. There is, first, the work on rent-seeking, 
instead might rely on a liability rule and award money dam- growing out of T u l l ~ c k ' s ~ ~ '  and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 4 2  writing, which is a 
ages, ~h~ wealth-maximizing judge surely would be aware Of principal concern of scholars at the Center for s tudy ofPublic the suppression of contractual reliance that his decision would 'Choice.245 This work explores the origins and 
foster, ( ~ f  you want to breach a contract, do it in a big of, and incentives for, rent-seeking,244 
B~~ he would balance that cost against the Waste of a The second research tradition, centered in the law and eco- 
along with defendant's claim that his mall's (and therefore nOmics faculties of the University of chicago, reflects Stigler,s 
weingarten's) competitive position would decline without the ,, 

black-bOx" model of the political process.245  hi^ workvs ten- 
addition.2g6 tral 'Oncern is the demand for regulation (as a source ofrents) 

~h~ weingarh decision involves a myopic appeal among regulated firms. In places this work blends into the first 
maximizing, as with an appeal to common law princi- ''adition, although it is far less concerned with rights and inefi- pie, ~h~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~  supreme Court denied the plaintiff its right ciency. In respects it has formalized and translated into 
to enforce the contract, which the defendant voluntarily had economics some much older contributions of political 

into, Therefore, the court denied plaintiff its rights scientists.246 
under the contract, and inter alia dimVsimi- This second approach also complements the third, an institu- 
lar future exchanges. But tion-b~-institution study of rules and incentives, the court also denied this 

practition- 
defendant and all subsequent persons in similar situations their ers, and political scientists, are mostly graduates of 
right to alienate property under contractual guarantees.237 the Programs at the University of ~~~h~~~~~ and tali- 
-stated diffeFently, in Hayek's language the court substituted for"ia Institute of Technology. Here, I review developments in 
uexpediencyn (a judgment based on cost/benefit c o m ~ a r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  this third area, not to disparage the other two, but because its 
for principle (a judgment based on long standing legal princi- 'Oncentration on institutions parallels ~ ~ ~ ~ i ' ~  concerns. pies, which would have sent the plaintiff and defendant's deci- 
sions back to the market, where correct information resides), 238. F. HAVEX, supra note 25, at 57. 

239. See rupm at 674.83. 
[w]hen we decide each issue solely on what appear be its 240. See F, H*uen, supra note 25: Cous~rrvr lo~  L , ~ ~ ~ . , , . ,  25, individual merits, we always over-estimate the advantages,of 241.  Tul'ock. Thr 

Cosu of  Tans,  Monopoly, and ~ h q i ,  5 wesr. E ~ ~ ~ .  J, 224 
central direction inow in the hands of the court]. Our choice 
will regularly appear to be one between a certain known and 
tangible gain [the $4 million building1 and the mere 243. See 

THe THeoav OF THE RENT-SEEKING S O C I E ~  u. ~ , , ~ j , ~ , , ~ , , .  R ,  Tollinon a C. 
probability of the pevention of some unknown beneficial ac- T"llOck e d ~ .  1980). which provides a good [his 
tion by ,,,,known persons [the decline of contractual 

244' a good review or recent problems, see T U I I O ~ L ,  ~~~k 
Bo8(E8ciml Rmu 3).46 PUB. CHOICE 259 (1986). 

a n c e ~ ,  the choice between freedom and coercion is thus 
treated as a matter of expediency, freedom is bound be 

245. S'igler. I"Pm note 179. and more jordan, mum Pro,rrlion, SLrurlure, and 'he ~ f f - 1 ~  ~ o u ~ n m m l  
~lgulol ion,  15 J .  L, & ECON, 151 (1972): Pe~tPman~.TOwarda More C-ol 

Theory g l ~ t @ g u ( o l i ~ ~ .  1 9  J .  L. & EcoN. I (1976,: Par- 
233, ,, weinganen ". Northgare Mall. 390 So. 2d 527. 53S (La. App' 1980)- ""' by Rcgulnlion. l 9  BELLJ. ECON. & MGMT. SCI. 22 (1971); posncr, 7hrnnr, o, 
2%. Weingorim. 404 So. 2d at 902. 

E c o n ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ g * ~ ~ i ~ n .  5 BELLJ. ECON. a MCMT. SC,. 335 (1974), 
235. see Iveingortm. 390 So. 2d at 535. 

246' e.6, A.  BEN^^^^. THE PROCESS c~~~~~~~~~ (1908); E, 
256, w " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  404 SO. 2d at 901. See 060 M u r i ~ .  SUPra 

4. S C W A 7 T S c " N ~ 1 D ~ ~ ~  POLITICS. PRESSURES, ilw THE TAR,FF (1 935); T ,  LOW,. END OF 
237. SIC   ad dock & Hall. strprn llotc 17O. L'ern*L'sM: T H ~  SECOND REPUBLIC OF 

U N , ~ ~ , ,  sTATES (2d ed, 1979), . 
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Rationnl ignorance. Many of the models developed with this 
third approach do not rely on imperfect information, as does 
Leoni's .critique of legislation.247 The condition of imperfect in- 
formation nevertheless requires 'explanation, because it re- 
mains central to the rest of these models, and at least partly 
central to their initial development. ~ o w n s ~ ~ '  was the first sys- 
tematically to explore the citizen's information problem. In a 
large electorate, he observed, the citizen's expected utility from 
voting, minus that from abstaining, is probably negative. The 
citizen's instrumental reason foi allocating time and other 
scarce resources to acquiring more information about public- 
policy issues or candidates' positions on those issues would be 
to increase the likelihood of casting a vote in his own interest. 
But because the value of the vote is nil, allocating additional 
resources to acquire more information would not be rational. 
Hence, most citizens remain (rationally) ignorant about most 
public-policy issues, most of the time. 

There are two exceptions to this prediction. First, and not of 
great importance, some citizens collect political information 
because of the activity's entertainment (consumption) value. 
Second, and of greater importance, some citizens have paid a 
sunk cost of acquiring information about specific public poli- 
cies in connection with an activity that directly affects them. 

Those old enough to collect Social Security payments pro- 
vide a good example of this exception. Such persons may re- 
ceive several hundred dollars monthly, and each had to go 
through the process of qualifying for these payments. In doing 
so each acquired substantial information about the program 
and thereby can assess any proposal for a change in the system. 
Such changes may affect a young nonrecipient's monthly pay- 
ments into thci system by a few dollars. But the effect lies below 
his perceptual threshold both because the additional amount of 
money involved is relatively small and because he has not yet 
acouired enough information to assess the post-retirement im- -- 7 ~ 

- 
pact of these changes on him. 

From this informational asymmetry, it is but a modest step to 
infer that leeislators will be able to assemble and represent the ....-- ~~ ., - 

247. SN s-po at 675-77. 
248. A. DOWNS, AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY (1957). See olro Buchana*, 

individual choice in voting and the htarket, 62  J.  POI.  con. 334 (1954): P. Aranson' 
~ a d o n a l  Ignorance in Politics. Economics, and Law (1987) (paper prepared fo' 
I'Univerrite' d'Etc' de la N ~ u v c l l e  Economic. I'Universitc' d' Aix-en-Provence). 
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preferences of recipients and their interest-group in- 
termediaries far better than the preferences of those who now 
pay into the system. Even "altruistic" recipients or  "welfare- 
regarding" legislators would find it difficult to know the prefer- 
ences of non-recipients and probably impossible to vote on or  
represent their interests. 

Downs hypothesized that people in their specialized roles as 
producers will have more information about, and would be bet- 
ter able to express their preferences concerning, associated 
public-policy issues than they will in their more general role as 
consumers. The Social-Security example leads one to broaden 
Downs's proposition, because consumer groups may be spe- 
cialized as well. 

Interest-pup politics. Interest groups reinforce these informa- 
tional asymmetries. Compared with unorganized citizens, 
group members have substantial political advantages. Groups 
enjoy large scale economies in collecting, processing, and dis- 
seminating political information to their specialized member- 
ships. And they face significantly lower costs of bargaining with 
legislators, and in monitoring, sanctioning, and enforcing any 
bargain 

Olson250 points out that an interest group may confront a 
serious free-rider problem. But the resolution of this problem 
conditions the nature of the groups that succeed in forming 
and in maintaining their exi~tence.~" First, groups formed for 
other purposes will capture the full benefits of their political 
activities, provided that those bm4ts are appropnabk. Such groups 
include government agencies themselves with respect to the 
legislatures that fund them; lower levels of government (for ex- 
ample, cities, counties, and states) with respect to legislatures 
at higher levels (for example, the federal government); and mo- 
nopolies or industries with dominant firms. Such groups allo- 
cate resources for political activities just as they do private- 
sector expenditures, Acting each expenditure where another 
dollar in each category would produce the same marginal 
benefit. 

For groups without an independent existence, which might 
experience free-rider problems: the leg~slature can provide 

, 249. Aranron & Ordcshook, rupro note 16. at 1181x1. 
250. M. OLSON, THE LOCK OF COLLECTIVE ACTCON ed. 1971). 

g;:. % ;;. 251. Scr Aranson & Ordcshouk. supra note 16. at 118-2h 135-37. 
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such statutory terms as compulsory union membership or regu- 
latory car te l i~at ion?~~ Direct government grants in the form of 
"research contracts" with high overhead payments often pro- 
vide the required funds.259 As we shall disc0ver,2~ legislators 
provide these benefits to groups, because the value added to 
each group's income stream allows the legislator a part of the 
rent created. 

Given (asymmetric) rational ignorance and group dominance 
in assembling and conveying citizens' preferences to legisla- 
tors, one might conclude that Leoni's view of the legislative 
process has been confirmed. But the demonstration requires 
additional steps. First, we must investigate the nature of inter- 
est groupss political demands. Under rational ignorance the 
problem is straightforward. If a group member (and therefore a 
legislator) does not know about anyone else's preferences save 
his own, then he cannot enter those preferences . . into his calcu- 

Iztinns. no matter what his intentions mlght be. - -. - - - - - , 
But suppose that both group members and legislators do 

have this kind of information about others' preferences. 
Ordeshook and I have modeled the resulting game.255 We 
found that with or without the possibility of coalitions among 
interest groups, and provided only that the equivalent of 
roughly equal additional tax shares will be imposed on the 
members of all groups, each group will pursue politically a pro- 
gram that provides its members with a private, divisible (among 
groups) good, and not for a program that provides all citizens 
wih a public good. We also discovered that groups will tend to 
use their budgets to buy cost-benefit "efficient" programs in 
the private sector but will seek to purchase "inefficient" pro- 
grams in the public sector, by using the fisc as a "common 

"Political services" such as legislators provide, more- 
over, often may be inferior goods.257 Finally, if the costs or 

252. See Wagner, Rcsrure Groups and Polilicol EnfrrpTmnm: A RN*W Erroy, I PAPERS ON 
NON.M&RKET D ~ c l a l o ~  M ~ n l ~ c  161 (1969); scroko N. FROWLICH~J.  OPPZNHEIMER & 0. 
YOUNG, POLTTICAL L~ADERSHIP AND COLLECIIVE GOODS (1971). 
253. Set J. BERRY. LOBBY~NC FOP. THE PEOPLE: TMP POLITICAL BEHAVIOR OF PuBUC 

INTEREST GROUPS (1977); Downing & Brady, Conrlraimd Se!flnfcrcrf and fk Fomo18o* o/ 
nlhlir Polio, 34 Pus. CHOICE 15 (1979). . ~ . ~ ~  
254. ~ e i i n f m  at 705. 
255. A~~~~~~ and ordcshook. =pm 16. 182. See olro Aranson & Ordesh=* * 

~~k~~~~~~ lo ~ j t k  Foibrr o /Rpe~mlor iur  Drmormry, in AMERICAN  RE-^^^^^. 
noN: ~ A P ~ ~ ~  .AND PROCEEDINGS 23 (R. Auster & B. Sears eds. 1977). 
256. Aranron & Ordeshook, supra nole 182. 
257. Aranron & Ordeshook. supra note 193. 
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tax shares" of the demanded programs are concentrated in 
0°C or a few other groups, then each legislator will prefer to 
grant each such group its publicly supplied benefit in the form 
of regulation.258 Restoring asymmetric information to the 
model merely serves to make the analysis of coalition possibili- 
ties (the cooperative game) unnecessary. 

7% bgiclattve POC~S.  Most of the findings about interest. 
group decision making carry forward into a consideration of 
the legislative pr~cess .~"  Thus, our discussion can be far 
briefer than the subject would seem to require. Ordeshook and 
I have extended these interest-group models to examlne legis- 
l a t u r e ~ . ~ ~ ~  We find that legislators' incentives coincide with 
those of interest groups. (We ignore legislator shirkingP6' and 
the problem of dividing rents between legislator and 
constituent.26z) 

Simply stated, there are few obvious and reasonable ways for 
legislators to "make a market" in the political supply ofpublic 
goods. Legislators thus face the same problem of public-goods 
production as do private-sector decision makers. SO, 
failure" and "political failure" are the same phenomenon, oc- 
curring in different institutional settings. Empirical research re- 
inforces these conclusions.263 Theoretical and empirical work, 
in sum, reveals that legislatures are complex organizations (in 
both their leadership and committee structuresZM) for creating 
private benefits at collective cost. 

The srec-utive and the electoral process. Can a popularly elected 
chief executive understand (register) and correct the welfare- 
degrading nature of the legislature's p ~ b l i c - ~ o l i c ~  game? T~ 

258. See Aran~on. Cellhorn &Robinson. A Thmq o j l r g i r l n t i ~ ~  ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  68 c ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~  
L. REV. 1 (1982): Fiorina. ~ g u l n l i u r  Choice o/Rtguhfory FOW: 

kc,, or ~d,,,i,,~,,~- live Rmess, 39 Pus. CHOICE 33 (1982). 
259. See Shepsle & Weingart. Polifical Solutiom lo ~ o r l n  

78 A ~ .  pOL. sC,, REV. 417 (1984); Shepsle & Weingast, Poliliml f+.imme~/or I& pork ~ ~ ~ 1 ,  25 A ~ ,  J, 

POL. Scr. 96 (1981); Wcingart. Shcpslc & Johnscn. T k  P P ~ ~ ~ C ~ I  E~~~~~~  of^^^^ 
Cosfi: A N1oclai3kol A m c h  Io Chfribufiur PoIiIirs, 89 J. POL. ECON. 642 (1981). 
260. Aranson & Ordeshook. r u m  notes 16, 182. 
261. Nelson and Silberberg. I d m h ~  and lrgir&ror shirking, 25 ECON. ~ N Q , , , ~ ~  15 

0987). 
262. Tullock, rupro note 244. 
263. r g .  J. FEWJOHN. PORK BARREL Po~mcs (1974); M. F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ,  c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  

K ~ y ~ ~ o ~ ~  OF THE W*SH~NCTON ESTABLISHMEKI (1977); D. MAYHEW, c ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  THC 
E L ~ ~ O R A L  CONNECTION (1974). 
264. c.8.. Shepsle & Weingast. Tk lnrfi~ufionol ~ ~ ~ ~ d o l i ~ ~  o j ~ ~ , , , ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  Po,,,cr Au. 

REV. 85 (1987); Weingast and Marshall, ~h fnduf&l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ i ~ ~  oj&n- 
: ffgrrJ; Or- Why &girlahre$. Like F i m ,  are No1 Organiudrn ,+far&,, 9 6 ~ .  pOL. E ~ ~ ~ .  ,32 
' 0988). 
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explore this possi~fity Orderhook and dev*oPed an 

tion model in which ,candidates for office or incumbents seek- 
ing re.election might campaign on a platform Promising to add 
or delete the private-benefit programs that various groups de- 
mand or now receive. The model predicts Occasional net de- 

clines in public-sector size (that is, more Programs than 

added) under unusual conditions (citizens with perfect in- 

about, and sensitivity to. changes in their wealth, and 
incremental choicedeciding on programs to add Or delete 
one at a time-among candidates). But under more Plausible 
conditions (citizens with asymmetric infomation and inwe- 
mental choice by candidates), the model predicts net additions 
of private-benefit programs. 

The bureaunaq, Earlier, we cast bureaus and agencies as inter- 
est groups,266 ~ ~ d ~ ~ d ,  one model of bureaucracy-the monop- 
oly-bureau model-suggests the aPProPriateness that 

decline in the courts of the Contract ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ , 2 7 o  of the Fifth 
Amendment's Takings Clause,z71 and ofother provisions in the 
United States Constitution272 whose purpose it was to limit the 
use Of government for rent-seeking ends, I have reviewed else- 

the recent Supreme Court history of cases challeng- 
ing governmental attacks on patently obvious constitutional \ 
rights in economic areas. I found the supreme court to be no 
friend of liberal freedom. 

Sunstein9274 Ea~terbrook,~~'  and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 7 6  acknowledge the 
presence of these Protective (against rent-seeking) purposes 
and goals in the Constitution's language. B~~ sunstein believes 
that rights are governmental creations, contingent on the 
legislature's decisions; Easterbrook encourages 

to enforce whatever bargains interest groups have struck with the 
legislature (but nothing more); and Macey would have judicial 
review assume a public-regarding purpose for all legislation, 

formulation~67 lt hypothesizes that bureaus merely add them- Most Judicially eschewed constitutional provisions are sub- 

selves to the set of interest groups. An alternative view casts stantiue limitations on governmental actions, certainly, the 

bureaus and agencies as more or less perfect agents of their United States Supreme court jealously has guarded the law- 

legislative oversight 
The results of that formu- making process, as specified in Article one of the Constitu- 

lation obviously are not more promising for the character ti0n.277 But it has blinked at the broadest delegations of 

legislation or of its execution. lawmaking Power to the administrative agencies278 and has 

The ~ i ~ ~ l l ~  we consider the role of the courts. We sug- done little to confine congressional enactments or agency activ- 

gest earlier that constitutional provisions appear not to 'On- 
ities, even when they trample on constitutionally protected 

strain the output of the political process in the manner that the 

constitution writers There is considerable lega1 Landes and Posner280 have developed a model to explain ju- 

writing on this subject. Epstein, for example, has decried the dicial acquiescence in legislative action, [heir view, both leg- 
islators and interest groups prefer private-benefit 

programs 

HAU LJ, 433 (1982). 

L, REV. 1689 (1984). 
' 98 HARV, L, 

276. 
Romo'in6 Public-Regarding Ir&olirm lhrough slalurory Infnprtl(Irion: An In- 1CT6s1 Mohl. 86 COLUM. L. REV. 223 (1986). 

277. CONST. 
1, 9 7, CIS. 2-3. Sm, rg, I.N.S. ". chadha, 462 U,S, g 1 9  (1983) 

the "lcri~lative veto"); ~ o w s h ~ ~  ". synar, lo6 S, 3181  (1986, (over- L"!ning Ihat Part of Cramm-Rudman-~ollingr A C ~  providing 
for congressional ap. Polntment of enccutivc-branch 

278. *ranson. Cellhorn 8r R O ~ ~ ~ S O ~ .  Iupro 258, 
279. See citations sum notes 192. 271.72. 
280. brides & Posnerr I n d c P m d m f J u d i n ~ 1 ~  in an ~ ~ t ~ ~ r . ~ ~ ~  p m I ~ l i V C ,  J,L, & ECo~. 875 But See Macey. ~ u p o  note 276; A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ,uprn 192, 269. Sec supra at 691. 
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whose -payments77 flow in perpetuity, to those programs cover- 'Oning That reading8 however, would be supe~c ia l ,  Leoni.s 
ing only one or a few years. Long-run programs reduce trans- and that Of other authors cited here, suggests the pres- 
action costs and allow the successful initiating legislator to Of rent-seeking, a Profound failure of representative de- 
capitalize immediately his share of the rents, even if he retires mocracy' Landes and P ~ s n e r , " ~  indeed, invoke the presence of 
at the end of the session. that 

explain judicial acquiesence in Iepslative 
 hi^ structure places all legislators in a prisoners' dilemma. determinations It seems apparent, then, that the political sys- 

A single legislator might prefer to kill a long-term ProPam, but tern 
not "self-~Orre~t" through judicii] control, But is that 

such action (expectationally) diminish the value of in- result constitutionally infirm? 
perpetuity grants for all other legislators (and interest PouPs). I 

that it is. Rent-seeking remains such a strong force, 
~h~ entire legislature "solves" this dilemma by creating institu- with 

profound theoretical and empifical credentials, that it 
rules and practices (the committee structurez8' and the Seems plain that the Framers were aware of it and crafted the 

filibuster, for example) that make passing new (including re- ' 
constitution lo Suppress it. Indeed, a reading of the Fehalut 

scinding) legislation difficult. The legislature then Passes fewer Papfls286 not lo menuon the Constitution its,* in rtmng 
bills, but those passed enjoy far greater permanence. such as the contracts c1ause,287 the lalungs cBuse,288 

~h~ courts could threaten this "solution," because a legisla- and the pnvileges and immunities c 1 a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 g  leaves little doubt 
tor might use them to make an "end run" around the legisla- that the Constitution requires a pfinCipledjudicial aoivism to 

process, to rescind a long-term program adopted control the political branches, 
In Landes and posner3s view, the accommodation struck be- Where Original-intent theorists go wrong, I believe, is in dis- 
tween the legislature and the courts provides that the legisla- cerning that alljudicial activism is unp"ncipled, A closer read- 
ture will defend the judiciary's independence, while the courts '"g Of the constitutional history and the constitution itself 
will avoid overturning the legislature's enactments.282 the matter. Surely, the se]Kanimating 

~h~ problem ofjudicial control of the political branches con- process in the Production of positive freedom appears to be 
fronts us with both discerning the interactions between and constitutionall~ infirm. But a judiciary responsive to the consti- 
among institutions and the problem ofjudicial review in a de- tUtional protection of negative freedom remains on far firmer 
mocracy, M~ own view on this subject, which I Press else- 
where,288 is that Attorney General MeeseZs4 and others who 
adopt his highly specialized position of original intent (or Origi- IV. FURTHER  REFLECTION^ 
rial meaning) have not developed an argument'that can with- Earlier, in positive and normative models of 
stand close scrutiny. ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ '  

making, I pointed out that some would have 
A reading 0f.the preceding pages might lead one to Judges decide cases according to their own ideologies,2~ Pres- 

that my preference for "judicial activism" grows not out of a entjudicial provides several examphs of this phenome- 
concern for the Constitution's plain meaning, but out Of a re- non' but none better reflects its essence than l u g  J, Skelly 
sults-oriented approach not grounded in principled legal rea- Wright's for his decision inlavim ", Natiowl 

C0?'.,29' in 
which he "read intou all residential lease con- 

285. Landc~ & Posncr. supra note 280, 
286. See THE FEDERALIST NOS. 10.62 0, Madison,, 
287' U'S. CoNsT. art. I, ! 10, cI. I .  See R. EPSTE,~,  

note 192, 288. C o ~ s r .  amend. V. S* R.  EPSTEI~ ,  rupm 271, 289' 
art. IV, 5 11. cl. I: id. ar amend XIV, 5 1 ,  S, Aranson, 

28s .  see Arannon. supra note 192. 
284, SN, C,p., SPCECh by ~ d ~ i , ,  W. Meenc. 111, before the American Bar 

uuly 9, ,985), in T~~ GREAT D E B A ~ :  INTERPRETING OUR W R ~ ~ E N  cO~sTITVT'ON I tY Gorp, 428 F.2d 1071 ( D , C  c ir , )  dmicd. 400 U,S, 
(1986). 
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tracts in the District of Columbia an "implied warrant of habita- 
bility," which the reader will recognize, with Leoni, as a 
positive freedom that the common law had not provided. Judge 
Wright said of Jauiw:  

Why the revolution in land-lord tenant law is traceable to the 
1960's rather than the decades before 1 really cannot say 
with any degree of certainty. 

Unquestionably the Vietnam War and the civil rights 
movement of the 1960's did cause people to question ex- 
isting institutions and authorities. And perhaps this inquisi- 
tion reached the judiciary itself. Obviously, judges cannot be 
unaware of what all people know and feel. . . . 

I was indeed influenced by the fact that, during the nation- 
wide racial turmoil of the sixties and the unrest caused by 
the injustice of racially selective service in Vietnam, most of 
the tenants in Washington, D.C. slums were poor and black 
and most of the landlords were rich and white. There is no 
doubt in my mind that these conditions played a subcon- 
scious role in influencing my landlord and tenant 
decisions. . . . 

uavins] was my first exposure to landlord and tenant cases 
. . . . I didn't like what I saw, and I did what I could to ame- 
liorate, if not eliminate, the injustice involved in the way 
many of the poor were required to live in the nation's 

partly because he bequeathed to our ''new'' understanding a 
Very old pedigree. But we appreciate him all the more because 
his work now directs us toward the task of con.tructining an eco- 
nomic theory of freedom. not wealth. I can appropfiateb close 
with Leoni's own words: ''I think there is a b s o n  in this, ~~t I 
have finished mine."299 

capital. 
I offer no apology for not following more closely the legal 

precedents which had cooperated in creating the conditions 
that I found unjust.29z 

Perhaps Professor Stigler .would try to explain to Judge 
Wright, that such a ruling as that in Jauiw would reduce the 
housing stock available to poor people, black and white. Both 
Bruno Leoni and Professor Hayek certainly would concur, but 
they would go. on to explain the nature of the market process 
and point out that Judge Wright's admittedly limited informa- 
tion did not allow him to rearrange rights with any confidence 
in the outcome. I doubt that either claim alone would sway the 
author ofjavim. 

But Judge Wright's comments also reveal that while the de- 
bate between liberal freedom and the economist's version of 
utilitarianism has gone on, another player, ideologically driven 
to impose his view of a "just" society, has taken the field and 
appears to be winning the day. We appreciate Bruno Leoni 

292. Rabin, supra note 112, at 549. 
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~ n a l ~ s i s  of Bruno Leoni's work is integral for an understand- 
ing of recent developments in jurisprudence, especially in law 
and economics. Professor Leoni's work is one of the fountain- I . ~ .. - . 
heads of this movement. Legal scholars of today shou~a retresh 

1 themselvel from the source, for Professor Leoni did far more . . . . 
I than merely antlclpate later developments; he offerea cogent 

" reasons for the incompatibility of legislation with the very tree 
market preferred by exponents of the law and economics 
movement. Professor Leoni's deep knowledge ofjurisprudence 
and of legal, political, and economic history informed his work 
and offers insights into the proper relationship between law, 
legislation, and liberty. 

.. 

I In his contribution to this volume Professor Aranson offers a 
provocative and helpful reintroduction to Professor Leoni's 
scholarship in light of its continuation by other law ana eco- 
nomics scholars. This essay intends to complement Professor 
Aranson's work by illuminating and emphasizing the impor- 
tance of certain central features of Professor Leoni's thought. 
Two topics are particularly relevant to a proper understanding 

I of Professor Leoni's work. First, we shall recapitulate and apply - - . . P 

I Protessor Leonl's arguments about the importance or an un- . . . . 

I derstanding of economics for legal scholars, inclua~ng tus 
warnings about the incompatibility of the free market economy 
with legislation. Second, an examination of his view of legal ..- I evolution reveals a concept of law and its role in society altter- 

. . ent from that offered by advocates of legislation. In th~s  com- 
ment, we show the interrelationships between Professor Leoni I . . 
and the current law and economics movement, and hls Impact 

il 

.* Editor, Hurnnnr Sld tcs  Rn'inu. Institute Ibr Humane Studicr at Gvvrgrr tnasun 
Universin. 

on that movement. 

President. Institute for Humane Studies at George Mason University. 
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1 The Relationship Between Economics and Law 

In his principal English language work. Freedom and the Law,' 
Professor Leoni argues that there is an analogy between, on the 
one hand, the workings of the market economy and the sponta- 
neous evolution of a common law legal system, or system of 

entralized com- 
ni is careful to 

the word "more." 

e crucial question 

- 
It is . . . paradoxical that the vev economists who Support 
the free market at the present time do not seem to Fare to 
consider whether a free market could really last wlthln a 
legal system centered on legislation. The fact is that econo- 
mists are very rarely lawyers, and vice versa, and this proba- 
bly explains ~ h y  economic systems, on the one hand, and 
. \ep-al systems, on the other, are usu2lly separated and sel- - ,  7 dom put into relation to each other.' 

A good example of the differences between legislation and 
the common law is how these two systems approach the devel- 
noment and assignment of property' rights under new eco- - 

I .  B. LEON,, FREEDOM AND THE LAW (2d ed. 1972). I 
2. Id at 22. 
3. Id at 21. 
4. ld. at  22 (emphasis in original). Serakc id. a1 90: "Even thorc cconomisls who have 

brilliantly defended the free market against the interfercncc of the authorltle: 
have urually the consideration that no,ficc market s really comPao- 
ble with a law-making process centralized by Qe authonues." 

5. 1, is worth that rencrccking is not a newly discovered phenomena? 

l,,deed, it war a focus of study in the Italian tradition of economic thinking 'n 
which profcrror k o n i  was ~ r e e p ~ d .  SIC Buchanan, "Lo Scimro &I& Fimnu' :  Tht Ilollnn 
Tvodi(ian in Fsco[ Theory, in J .  B~CX&HAN,  F t s c ~ ~  T H E O R Y  AND POLITICAL E c o N P ~  2? 
(1960) for a of figures as MaReo Pantalconi. Vilfredo Pareto. Glovannl 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n i ~ i ,  and Set oko Montcmanini, The Fundammlal f i n r i p h  o/a Pure m- 
,ry a/&blic ,cinanrr, in CIASSICS I N  THE THEOW OF PUBLIC FINANCE 137 (R. Muwave & 
A. peacock 1967), V. PA~ETO,  MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 17-22.25-27. 31-36 
(A. sChwier trans. 1971): V. P ~ E T O ,  S o c t o ~ o ~ t c a  WR~TLNGS 114-20. 157-42. 162-64. 
270 (s.E. ~i~~~ d. 1966). proferror Lconi refern also in Freedom and I l u  Low to 
compauiou caetano M O S C ~ ,  author OCTHE R U ~ N C -  CUSS (1939). a study oiclass 
fljct, and ~ ~ b ~ r t ~  Michelr, author of the classic study POLITICAL PARTreS (1959). an 
iomu)a,or of the %on Law of Oligarchy." SII B. LEONI, sup" note 1, at 102. 

6. B. LEON,, supra note I. at 22. 
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nomic conditions, including technological advances.' Three 
cases deserve mention: the allocation of property rights in 
electro-magnetic broadcasting, the allocation of rights to 
groundwater and surface water flows, and the delineation and 
enforcement of "intellectual property rights." 

In the first case, legislation actively preempted the system of 
property rights to broadcasting that was already emerging 
through the court systems in the manner described by Profes- 
sor Leoni-that is, by parties to a dispute making claims before 
a court. While a system of property rights was emerging 
through a common law process, Congress seized control of 
"spectrum allocation" and asserted federal regulation of 
broadcasting, with its attendant rent-seeking and economic in- 
efficiencies. We are still suffering from the results. 

-.-. 
In the case of property rights to water, a similar process has 

occurred. Congress and state legislatures have seized control of 
water resources and precluded the further development of 
common law private property rights. This has led to problems 
of groundwater overmining in western states, pollution, and 
political conflict and rent-seek in^.^ - 

Similarly, the reliance on legislative protection of "intellec- 
tual property rights" through state-enforced monopolies (pat- 
ents and copyrights) generally has been based on explicitly 
utilitarian claims. Consequently, common law forms of protec- 
tion-bailments, trade secrecy, and other contractually specifia- 
ble agreements-have atrophied, generating substantial rent- 
seeking and political conflict, as well as numerous restraints on 
the market proces's, including restrictions on the introduction 
of new technologie~. '~ 

7. The approach here is informed by the theory of property rights advanced by an- 
Other Pioneer in the law and economics movement, Harold 

se &msetz, T~. warda Theory ojR.0pcrrly RRighlr, in T H E  ECONOMICS OF PRO PERT^ RIGHTS S 1 (E. Furubotn 
& S. Pejovich eds. 1974). 

8. See Mucller. Rejmning Te&conmunicalionr Replolion, in E. D~AMOND, N SAND~ER & 
M. MUELLEU. TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN CRISIS: THE F ~ S T  AMENDMENT. T E ~ H N ~ L O ~ Y ,  
AN0 DPRFCUUT~ON (1983); Coase, The Fcdmol Communicolionr Commirrion. 2J.L. & E c o ~ .  
1 (1959) (describing developments in radio and television regulation since the turn 
the ccnmry). 

-. 
10. See Plant, Tlu E~conomir Theory Concming Parmlsjor lnvrnrionr in A. PUNT, SE. 

LEC~ED ECONOMIC ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES 35 (1974); Plant. The Economir A I ~ ~ C I J  o/Copy. 
%hi ~~~ Boob.  id. at 57; Abrarnr. The H"lo"c Foundalion o/ 

copyrignl hw: Ex#lodiw Myth */C~mmon l a w  Copyrignr, 29 WAYNE L. REV. I I 19  (198s); B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,   he 
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ln all three cases there can be little doubt that reliance on 

legislation rather than common law has undermined the market 
economy and precluded its efficient and equitable functioning. 
~h~ relationship between the free market and common law is, 
as Professor Leoni insists, far more than analogical. The expan- 
sion of legislation is demonstrably incompatible with the spon- 
taneous order OF the market system. 

But there is more at work than simply opportunities for rent- 
seeking opened up by reliance on legislation rather than com- 
man law, Legislation is inherently based on policy-the pursuit 
of specifically intended outcomes Common law, in Contrast, 
addresses the needs of parties coming before judges to seek 
resolution of specific conflicts, or redress of specified griev- 
ances. Professor Leoni's colleague F. A. HayeklL has ar- 
gued, the spontaneous order of the market economy and of the 
extended society generally rests on abstract principles aimed at 
no particular outcomes. As Professor Hayek argues, by adher- 
ing to the principles of a common law liberal order "we shall 
have power only over the abstract character but not over the 
concrete details of that order."" In Professor Hayek's view, . . 

there need not be any 
agreement on the concrete results it will produce in order to 
agree on the desirability of such an order[. Blemg mdepend- 
en[ of any particular purpose, it  can be used for, and will 
assist in the pursuit of, a great many different, divergent and 
even conflicting individual purposes. Thus the order of the - ~ 

. . 

urn,, me jm copyighr: A study ojcop)ngh~ in Bwkr. Pholwcpir, and ComPurcI ?gram, 
84 H ~ R V .  L. R ~ ~ .  281 (1970); M.C~IUP 8~ P E ~ ~ O S C .  T ~ C  P O ~ I  Conlmumy m r k  N~ndcmlh 
CmlUry, I0 J. Ecorr. Hrsr. 1 (1950). 

I 1. I,, a ~~~f~~~~~ ~ a y ~ k  paved the way for thc development of professor 
own ideas, which in influenced Profcs~or Hayek's l a w  wridngs (esperially 

his three.volume work hw, L ~ G , ~ L A ~ O N ,  Ltec9.n (1975. 1976, 1979)). professor Le. 
,rrehnt ,b hw was based on lecturer given at [he Fifth Inrti~utc on Freedom 

and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~  at Clarcmont Men's College (now Clarcmont-McKenpa 
college) ,,,, junc 15-28, 1958, which many leaders of the emergingtw 2nd ~co*om'c5 
movement attcndcd. professor Hayek cncountcred Proiessor LeOm s ideasas he Was 

C~NST,TUTXON OF LIBEX- (1960) and discussed Professor Leon1 s inl 

his lecuucS at  an in~erdiscip~inary seminar at the University pf North Carolnna a 
chapel  ill in lune  1959. along with James Buchanan. 3 p,!OneCr 1" the developmento' 
public choice 

One o i  thc connecdng threads in the developnlenr of P 
economicr, law and economics, and the work of Professors Learn and Hay:on- 

<he williarn volkcr F U " ~ ,  which nupporrcd all thrcc through funding and through 
iniriated by D', p. A. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  a ~enior  economist at the Volker fund who later 

founded the lnstitutr for Humane Studies. The Volker fund sponsored professor .. 
Oni.E leCIUICI later published them, after Dr. Harper transcribed Professor Leon'' 
handwritten notes and the tape of the lectures. 

12. F. H ~ Y E ~ ,  s ~ ~ ~ I B ~  I N  PHILOSOPHY. POLITICS, AND ECONOMICS 163 (1967). 

NO. 31 Comment: Freedom and the Law 

ma~ket, jn particular, rests not on common pulposes but 
reclProcltY, that 1s on the reconciliation of different 
for the mutual benefit of the participants. 18 

n u s *  specific claims of b w  generate abstract prin"p1.s ofgen- 
era1 applicabilitv. l 4  -. -, - 

The modem law and economics movement includes scholars 
who are familiar with the work of both Professor Leoni and 
Professor Hayel;, including members of the Virginia school of 
property Rights e~onomics,'' the University of Chicago LW 

School. the Austrian School of Economics, and panicipants in 
the various programs of the Law and Economics Center di- 
rected by Henry G .  Manne (now Dean of the George Mason 
University School of Law). 

Judge Richard Posner has stressed the importance of effi- 
ciency in the development of the common law, and has .ug- 
gested that judges should base their decisions on 
considerations of efficiency and maximization of wealth.~6 
*Ithough this approach has contributed to an understanding of 
'he economic efficiency of the common law, it has also 
rowed the focus of the law and economics movement, and has 
obscured Professor Hayek's insights regarding the general na- 
ture rules governing a spontaneous order. By focusing on 
desinble ~ P e C f f c  Outcomes (efficiency and wealth marimiution), 

''Posnerian'' approach ignores the broader economic un- 
derstanding of the legal system as an order derived from the 
adludication of individual claims rather than from a public pol- 

IS. Id. 
14. Law thus emerges out of a process and is characterized as .'horizontaj;' 

lhan 
Set L. FULLER. THE MORAL IT^ O r  LAW 204 (2nd ed. 1969). professor 

puller criticizes legal positivism for assuming that -1 
aw should be viewed not as the Product of an interplay of purposive orientations between [he cirilen and his 

but as a one-way Projection ofauthority, originating ~ i t h  
and impos. mg Itself upon the citizen." Id. 

15. The term "Virginia School" refers 10 the ideas and contribu,ions ,,fa group of 
scholars who taught at the University of Virginia, incjuding ~ ~ ~ ~ l d  coane, J~~~~ 
Buchanan. and Cordon Tullock. 

(6. See R. POSNER. ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF LAW 98-99 (1972): 
The common law method is to allocate rcsponribilitier betwcen 

en- gaged in inleractlnr activities in such a way as to maximize thejoint 
or wha[ amounts to [he same thing, minimize thejoinr cost ,,rthe 

. .'. I; searching for a reasonably objective and impartial standard, as ,he traditions 
of the bench require him to do, the judge can hardly rail to consider 
the loss was the product of wamtcful, uneconomic 

use, Posner, Ulililananum. Eronomicr, oadDgol Tho?, 8 J.  LEG,.^. STUD. 103 (1979); 
Dworkln, IJ I+'-fih I1nlr~e?. 9J. LEGAL STUD. I91 (1980); K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ v . ~ ~ ~ h  ~ ~ , , , i ~ , , , i ~ ~  

1:. " *Nonnof;rle finr#&, 91. LEGAL STUD. 227 (1980); posner, 7hr Y ~ I , , ~  o/,+,ro~(h: A 
i.. a* Dworkin and Kronmon, 91. LEGAL STUD. 243 (1980). 
h. 
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icy bluep"nt.17 Recently, however. another generauon of law 
and economics has returned to the mainstream approach pio- 
neered by professors Hayek and Leoni, and by Milton Fried- 
man, Aaron Director, and Ronald Coase at the University of 
Chicago after World War 11. 

Law and Legal Evolution 

Professor Leoni noted: 
[ ~ ] h ~  connection between economics and the law is implied. 
but it is rarely regarded by economists as a specla1 object 
worthy of their research. They consider, for instance, the ex- 
change of goods, but not the behavioral exchange that 
makes possible an exchange of goods, regulated and occa- 
sionally enforced for that purpose by the law of all 

' 18 countries. 

While he encouraged economists to study the connection with 
law, Professor Leoni also warned of the dangers of an econom- 
ics that too closely emulates the methods OF the physical sci- 
ences.lg AS Professor Leoni cautioned, "the attempts so 
kequently made in our time by economists to p h  the role of 
physicists are probably much more damaging than useful in in- 
ducing people-lo make their choices according to the results of 
that science."'" 

social relations exemplify what Professor Hayek has termed 
organized nmctures of "essential ~om~lexi ty ."~ '  Echoing Pro- 

,?, Str Lconi. ~ h .  L~~ - of the individual. 40 ARCH. FOR PHIL- L- & 

45, 58 (1964): 
Individual. make the law insofar 

they make successful claims. They not 

only mate previsions and predictions but try to have these predlctlons succeed 

by 
own intervendon in the process. ud es, j u e  and ?eve all J - 5  

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  are just individuals W ~ O  find rhemse reg in a qartlcular poSBt1On lo 

influence the process through their own mtcrvcntlon. 

18, B. L ~ ~ ~ ~ .  note 1, at 50. 
19. Id. at 159-68. 
20. Id. ar 160. 
21, F. ~ ~ ~ ~ t ,  1974 ~ ~ b ~ l  Memorial Lecture. in T Y E  ESSENCE OF H"yEK ('' 

Nirhiyama & K. ~~~b~ =ds. 1984). Professor Hayek explained: 
complexity here that the character of the s[ructures show- 

ing i t  dependr not on  he of the individual elements of which 

[hey arc cornPosad, and the relative frequency with which they occur. but also 
on manner which the individual elements are connected wllh cam 

other, I,, explanation the working of such rtructurcs we Can for this . . 

,,a,,n no, rep)ace ,he information about the individual dements by slausucal 
informa,ion, but requirt full informalion about each element lfR0.m our Ihe- 
ory We arc to derive speci&c predic~ians about individual events. Without such 

informadon abour the individual elements we shall be confined '' 
what on anotllcr occasion I have called mcrc pattern predict~ons-~redlc~lo~~ 

Comment: Freedom and t k  Law 

fessor Leoni's warning against a social science modelled on the 
physical sciences, Professor Hayek concludes: 

If man is not to do more harm than good in his efforts to 
!mProve the social order, he will have to learn that in this, as 
I? all other fields where essential complexity of an organized 
kind prevails. he cannot acquire the full knowledge which 
would make mastery of the events possible.22 

Professor Leoni's and Professor Hayek's approach to law and 
legal evolution is premised upon a commitment to historical 
study, and a broad conception of what constitutes human rea- 
son and knowledge. Tradition, custom, the division of laboi, 
general rules, and the other elements of what we call civiliza. 
t% Can be seen as in~tantiations of reason, rather than as i m -  
tlonal or  arational obstacles to reason. They ar-at a 
minimum--devices for economizing knowledge. As Professor 
Thomas Sowell states in Knowledge and Denrio*,Zs ' ' ~ i v i l i ~ ~ t i ~ ~  
is an enormous device for economizing on knowledge,"2~ ~ h .  
division of labor and the market process allow individuals to 
use knowledge Possessed by others, without personaIly a c q U i ~  
ink? that knowledge. The market obviates the need to reinvent 
the wheel. Similarly, the customs and traditions that character- 
ize a civilization allow us to use the experiences of pmious 
generations. 

Thus. knowledge and reason are "embodied" in institutions 
and practices; the dictates of reason need not be explicitly for- 
mulated in language to be reasonable. They may be tacit as 
well-"implicit" within the practices or institutions of a corn- 
munity-but that does not make them any less "rational," 
Thus, as professor Sowell argues: - 

Given the imperfections of language and the limitations of 
specific evidence. i t  is by no means a foregone conclusion 

that the more formally logical articulation is in fact -. 
~- . -  ." 

some of the general attributes of the structures thar 
lor,,, bur not conraining specific statements about rhc individual elcments of which 

the structures will be made up. 
Id. at 270. 
22. Id. at 276. 

~ ~ 

23. T .  %WELL. KNOWLEDGE AND DLCISIOHS (1980) P T O ~ ~ S S O ~  Sowell 
'he start of chin book that "If one writing conrributed 

any to rh within which this work dtvelaped, it would be an 
cllitlrd, Knowk@e i* Publistled in the A k r o n  Emnoaic R N ~  of seplembcr 1945, and 

Urittcn F A. Hayek . . . . " Id ,  at ir. Professor Sowell presented portions of [he book 
" a I g l 8  conference organized by the Center for 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  24. Id. at 7. 
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s through the application of the tional, much less empirically correct . . . . This is not an argu- 
ment for mysticism rather than logic. It is simply a 

- . recognition that the weight of generalized but unrecorded . It is thus the parties to a dispute who frame the scope of the 
experience--of the individual or of the be 

judgeSs decision, its range of application, and the nature of the 
greater than the weight of other experience which happens rule he  is to apply: 
to have been written down or spelled out.Z5 

0 decide a case, the 
cted in the pursuit of 

lar circumstances un- 

at they regarded as 
he judge will be to tell 
eir expectations, not be- 
e that this was the legal 
lished custom which they 

t must guide his decision is 
whole of society requires a t  

ly  what is demanded by 
e going order of society is 

It  is therefore 
Judges d o  not mak 

material on which reason operates.29 The  judge does not enter tion with other legal scho 

the court of his powers of reason. Rather, reason de- they discover it. As Professor ~~~~i writes: 

termines both the choice of the rule and the moment of jts ap- The Roman jurist was a sort of scientist: the objects of his 
research were the ~ o l ~ t i o n s ' ~ a t  citizens submitted 
to him for study, just as industrialists might today submit to 

25. Id. a1 102. 
26, I F, H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  bw, LEGISLATION AND L l B E R m  76-77 (197s): cal problem 

ence, private Roman law 
or to be discovered, not 

d of things that were 
n heritage of all R~~~~ 

Law 
follows and validates common practice, lt evolves 

Practice; it does not dictate it. writing again of Ro- 
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man law, Professor Leoni states, "When changes occurred. 
they were recognized by the jurists as having already happened 
in rheir environment rather than being introduced by the ju- --- . - 
rists themselve~."~~ 

~h~ spontaneous evolution of the law merchant also sup- 
ports this interpretation of the law-making process. As Leon 
Trakman writes, "Custom, not law, has been the fulcrum of 
commerce since the origins of exchange. From the earliest 
times, merchants have devised their own business ~ractices and 
regulated their own conduct. International trade law has been 
fostered by merchant custom."s4 Business practice and custom, 
rather than strict legalism, informed the law merchant: "The 
Law Merchant sought to integrate custom into iu decision- 
making process,"sJ Thus, "Business practice and the extensive 
histori of international trade . . . serve as the basis of legal de- 
velopment; they are not peripheral there t~ ." '~  

This spontaneous emergence of international commercial 
law was intimately related to the fragmentation of political au- 
thority in Europe; law was needed to govern trade practices 
across cultural, religious, and geographical divides. Commer- 
cial law was also a competitive process, involving Selection of 
judges from the scholarly legal community as well as from 
among the business community itself," 

For these reasons Professor Leoni can describe the sponta- 
neous process of law-making in voluntaristic terms as -- - 

a sort o vast, continuous, and chiefly spontaneous collabp- 
ration between the judges and the judged in order to d!s- 
'over what the people's will is in a series of definite 
instances-a collaboration that in many respects may be 
compared to that existing among all the participants In a free 

Thus, law making is described as analogous to the competitive 
market process, which Professor Hayek has termed a "discov- 

.- -~ 

36. Id. at 97. 
37. I*. at 15: . ' ~ h ~  ore of 'merchant' judges was a further feature of the Law 

~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ t  ,e,djudicators were generally selected from among .the ranks of 
on the basis of their commercial experience, their objectivity and her 

--m;nr;,v within the communiry ofmerchantr." --..-----, ~~ 

ye. Id. at 21, 

No. 31 Comment: Freedom and the Low 

e v  Through many individual and localized acts in- 
fornation about what the law is is revealed thmugh the legal 
process, just as information about supply and demand con&- 
tiom is revealed through the myriad localized acts of buying 
and selling that constitute the market process.40 

Professor Leoni underlined the theme in other lectures deliv- 
ered in America but never published: "The legal process a]- 
ways traces back in the end to individual claim. Individuals 
make the law, insofar as they make claims."41 

The West's plurality of legal institutions permitted the evolu- 
tion of legal orders that maximized individual freedom and lim- 
ited coercive institutions. In R. W. Southern's words, "Law was 
not the enemy of freedom: on the contrary, the outline of lib- 
erty was traced by the bewildering variety of law which was 
evolved during the period [that is, the Middle Ages]."42 The 
role of polycentric political authority and multiple legal juris- 
dictions in the development of the Western legal tradition has 
been carefully revealed by the legal histortan H. J, Berman,49 
while the parallel dependence of economic development on 
political fragmentation has recently been highlighted by eco- 

39. Hayelis Comfcdlion 
& c o y  bonrr, in F. H ~ Y E X .  New STUD,ES rN P H , ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ,  

POLIT~CS. ECONOMICS AND THE HISTOW OF IDEAS (1978). 
40. Barry, The Tradition of Sponianeour Drdcr, 5 Lm. o r  L r s e ~ n  7, 44 (1982): 

[Byno Le0ni.s Frndom and ihz Law1 is perhaps the most 
ex. P'esston of the evolutionary theory of law: for Leoni does not rely 
on [he "wisdom of history" but constructs a direct analogy betwecn law and 

market. Law develops in a case by care manner during which judges fir and 
adapt exi:ting law to circumtances so as to produce an 
although it may not be "efficient" in a t 
than compcri[ive markets are "perfect; 
Statute . . . . statute law is in fact much 
precisely because, in the modern world 
according to the whims of legislatures . . 
result ofwill and cannot be known in its 
regular~tres than a written code. 

41. B. Leoni, Lectures given Decem cr 2-6, 1963, ~~~~d~~ school phrontistery, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado.e 

42 .  Cited in Hayek. supm note 39. at 123. 
4 3  See H. BERMAN. L * W  AND RCVOLUT~ON 38-39 (1983): 

The Source of the supremacy of law in the plurality of legal jurisdictions 
and legal systems within the same lcgal order is threatened in the twentieth 
ccnlun/ by the tendency within each country to  wallow up all thejurisdictions 
and systems in a single central program of 

and regulation. \ 
\ Compelition among legal systems and jurisdictions war central ro the devclopmenr 

O r  Western liberty, as Professor Berman notes: "Given plural legal systems, victims of 
'"Just laws could run from one jurisdiction to another for relief in the "ame orreaaon 

,. U d  Con~cience." Id  at 146. 
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nomic historians Nathan Rosenberg and L. E. Birdzell, Jr.44 L 

The historical evidence holds clear implications for the current 
$ 

debate over federalism, as well as for the edvantages of a spon- 
taneous common law process over coerc' ' lation. 
-mus process of laW--to leg- 
islation because the law that is discovered by such process will 
have proved its value in competition with other practices and 
customs.45 The  decentralized character of the common law 
means that it is an open system of legal innovation in which 
new ideas are accepted only after a long probationary period. 
Just as the market process coordinates the plans of innumera- 
ble individuals and tests innovations in production and eco- 
nomic exchange, the decentralized legal process reinforces the 
certainty of "grown" customs and practices. Importantly, this 
means that both practice and law are not static; they ev0lve.4~ 
This is why Professor Hayek, as a classical liberal, distanced 
himself from the conservatives in his famous postscript to The 
Comtitution of Liberty, Why I am Not a C~mervaliue.~' As Professor 
Hayek wrote: 

[Olne of the fundamental traits of the conservative attitude 
is a fear of change, a timid distrust of the new as such, while 
the liberal position is based on courage and confidence, on a 
preparedness to let change run its course even if we cannot 
predict where it will lead. There would not be much to ob- 
ject to if the conservatives merely disliked too rapid change 

44. Sce N. ROSEHBERC & L. BIRDLELL. JR. ,  HOWTHE WEST CREW RZCH 136-37 (1986)' 
[l]t seems certam that the development of capitalism in the Went awed a 

grear deal to the fragmentation of Europe into a multitude of states and 
, 

principaliticr. Competition among the polntscal leaders of the newly emerging 
nation-states . . .  war an important factor in overcoming the inherited distaste 
of the rural miliuary aristocracy for the new merchant class. Had the merchants 
been dealing with a political monopoly, they might nor have bccn able to 
nurchase the rcauircd freedom of action at a price compatible with the devel- 

~~ 

opment of trade. 
45. See Radnitrky, An Economir Thrmy $the R k  o/Ciuilimtion and lu Policy Impli~oliom: 

Hnyrk'r Thcocy Gmnolirrd. 38 ORDO: JAHRBUCH FUR DIE ORDNUNG VON WIRTSCHAFT UND 

GESELLSCHAFT 47 (1987); M. Vihanto. Tk E v o ~ u l i o ~ ~  The09 o/Rulrr and lhe Sponloncaur 
Monomaoh. Turku School of Economics and Business Administration, Turku. . ~~~ 

  inland (I*) yo" file with the authors). 
4 6  To sav this is not necessarily to descend into relativism: the evolution of law is - ~ ~ 

consistent with certain core that remain invariant over time. See R. SUCDEN. 
THE EVOLUTION OF RIGHTS, CO-OPEBATION AND WELFARE (1986) on [he Spontaneous 
emergence of property and cooperation, and Sugden. Lobour. Ifopcrly and lhe MoroliQ 4/ 
Morkru. in THE MAKKET LN HISTORY 9 (B. Anderson &A. Latham edr. 1986) for a trcav 
ment roared in game theory of inalienable Lockcan "self-ownership" and the gencrlr 
and acceptance ofalienable tirlen to property. On the spontaneous emergence of coop- 
eration, see R. AXZUIOD. THE EVOLU~ON OF COOPERATION (1984). 

47. F. HAYEI, THE CONSTITUTION OF LIBERW (1960). 
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in institutions and public policy; here the case for caution 
and ,slow Progress is indeed strong. But the conservatives 
are lncllned to use the powers of government to prevent 
change pr to limit its rate to whatever appeals to the 
tlmld mind . . . .  The conservative feels safe and content only 
if he is assured that some higher wisdom watches and super- 
vises change, only if he knows that some authofity is charged 
with keeping the change 

It is only when men are free that tradition retains its force as a 
''Ii~ing'' thing. TO attempt to "freeze" tradition through legis- 
lation is to 1.11 it, to reduce it to ro t e  Liberalism, tradition, 
freedom, and law walk hand in hand; one cannot pick and 
choose among them. Professor Leoni in his work opened the 
eyes of countless scholars to this important truth. 

\ 

48. Id. at 400. 




